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ILLINOIS STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY

The Editor Says . ..
The necessity for explaining modern
education to the public is brought out
in the article written by Dr. V, L. R eplogle. Prepared for the Quarterly, it contains statements with '"hich some laymen may disagree- and others may not
understand- but with which alumni
probably will be in sympathy. Personally
your editor wants to say amen.
At a local bridge game, at a consultation with a county superintendent, at a
state meeting, a t a national conference
-in ,,.,hich the editor participated recently- merits of modern education came
up for discussion. Some pcop1c still wonder about the benefits of student teaching; some want to know why teachers
talk as they do; some think teacher education isn't practical enough.
If we, as educators, belie\'c in what
we're doing, all of us must spend Jess
time talking to each o ther and more
time talking with people outside education. The movement to bring more
groups into planning for education and
into the schools is a good one. But we
schoo1 people must get around more too.
As Dr. R eplogle suggests, educators
also must point out in plain language
the findings of educa tional research.
The Time magazine article comparing
results by fields of students on draft
deferment tests has been quoted widely
to show poor records of education students. Those quoting results often fail
to explain that ddcrment tests were
rnade to measure competencies for militaq• service. P rofessors who helped prepare them frankly say so.
Let's not only do a better job of explaining education by getting around
more and pointing out results of educational research, but let's ask others when
talking about tests-in connection with
education- to present all the facts.
COVER PICT URE: Enioyimr sprinl! on
the JSNU campus arc: (lch to right )
Jacque Osborn, Marjorie Ewins, Cecilia
Cardosi, a nd R odney Senn.
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COLLEGE DAY, April 28, brought 1,000 visitors to I SNU, giving high sc hool seniors a chance to sec the U niversity.

A1nong Letters from ALUMNI
Identify Pictures

former member of the State T eachers College Board and

The "\\'ho?, \Vhcn?, \\'here?" page of the
February Q uarterly brought several responses from readers who identified pictures. They were all unanimous in
their identification of Charles Capen; only one was able
to describe the location of the group at the bottom of

ever, I may be badly mistaken.
I want you to know that I enjoy very much every
issue of the Quarterly.

the man for whom the Auditorium was named. How-

FloJ,d E. Cunningham (degree 1926)
Professor and Chairman
Department of Geography
and Geology
Southern Illinois U niversity
Carbondale, Ill.

the o ld tower; none recognized Governor Adlai Steven-

son as he spoke at the 1949 Founders' Day dinner in
Fell Hall.
Following are some of the letters identifying the
pictures :

Feb. 25, 1952

Feb. 27, 1952

The latest Alumni Quarterly has just arrived.
The WHO is Charles Capen. The \-\'HERE is at
the foot of the old clock tower. The WH EN- deponent

The man pic tured abo,·c the ,,·ord "\Vho?" on page
25 of the February issue of the Afomni Quarterly is 1\,[r.

knowcth not; he recognizes onl)' Preside nt Fairchild.

I enjoy the Quarterly and always find some items of
interest concerning students or faculty whom I knew

while attending ISNU. Incidentally, I knew the building
you picture both as a place to "practice teach" with th~
7B's in Kature Study, and later as the Library.

L. 0. Yoder (degree 1915 )
Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa

Charles L. Capen of Bloomington.
?\1r. Cape n was long a member of the board of education of I SNU and later was president of the board.
The 1899-1902 and 1906 copies of the Index list
him as a board member. I do not know when he became
president but I do kno"' that he was president of the
board when I served on the faculty in the spring of 1914.
: \1fr. Capen was a man of pleasing pe rsonality, and
a frequent visitor to the campus.

Mary Damman (degree 1906)
Secor, Ill.

Feb. 27, 195:1
~y

immediate reaction to the picture in the Quarterly was of a gentleman by the name of Capen, a man
held in high esteem by President Felmley. If this is not
correct, I could not hazard so much as a guess.
If perchance I am correct, it suggests the following:
Capen Auditorium; the fine editorial comment in the

Pantagrnph at his death- I think it was entitled --Koblesse Oblige"- a splendid editorial worth repeated
readings; finally, a 1nemory of a man who was especially

happy and proud when he could present a diploma to

a mernber of the Negro race.
H e prefaced the presentation with a special tribute
in words something like these, "Upon you and others
who have attained this honor depends the future of your
race . ..." Anyway, I am sure the recipient never forgot
that special tribute and the occasion upon which it was
given.

R. C. Dewalt ( degree I 933 )
7409 Monroe Avenue
Hammond, Ind.

Far from Home

March 13, 1952
T hank you for sending the Quarterly which we.
rccci,·cd th is morning. It certainly rncans a lot whe n you
are as far a,,·ay from home as Bob and I arc. It ha:i
only been a little rnore than a month since the National
Guard left for California and '"c resigned our teaching
positions at .John C recr Hig h in Hoopeston but it sccrns

almost. like years.
For a music teacher it seems as if Bob has as fine
a deal as is possible in the Army. He plays baritone and
bass in the marching band and conducts the concert
band. He is also in charge of ordering all the music and

supplies for the organization. Needless to say, he feels
right at home. H e is also teaching a theory class and
g iving class instruction on the playing of brass instruments. I am not teaching but have my name on the
substitute list for the city of Santa ?v! aria.

We do like California a great deal and "'ould find
it almost perfect if we could transport our friends out.

However, the Quarterly certainly helps us feel close to
home. \•Ve just want you to know how much we appreciate it.

Feb. 27, 1952
I have noted the pictures on page 25 of the cul'J'ent
number of the A lumni Quarterly. I think the picture in
the upper right-hand corner is that of Mr. Capen, a
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~rs. Robert B. Allan (Sarah
Jane Sweeney, degree '51 )

820 S. McClelland St.
Santa Maria, Calif.

T1-n::
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Hore Pupils Remaill
Q 1qob in Schools
~ 1qso

■ ol/OPOJJTS

D r. Replogle explains that today far more pupils remain in school longer. Parents (left to right ) arc M rs. Theodore Funk,
the former Elizabeth Holmes, and M rs. R. J. Bartrum, the former M ary Fern M ar tin. Now interested in PTA acrh,ities,
both formerly aucndcd th e M etcalf and U niversity High Schools.

Let's Translate Modern Education
To the Public
by V. L. Replogle
strange but true. As American education condiIT'Stions
and embraces the Ii,·es of more ch ildren and
for a longer time than ever before, it has paradoxically
moved farther and farther away from the public grasp
and public understanding. As newer practices in American education become more painstakingly scientific and
efficient, there is mounting pressure to ring out the new
and ring in the old. As American educators become more
value conscious, organize their schools, and carefully
choose content design ed to strengthen our democrati~
society, there is growing fear and accusations that modern school~ arc undermining the American way of life.
Finally, at a time when public education has become of
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surpassing importance to the welfare of cYcry Arncrican,
the support of public education has become increasingly
tenuous.
It is true that the current attacks on public education come from many sources and are motivated by
different purposes. For example, some attacking minority
groups are motivated by patriotic purposes, some by
philosophic, some by p olitico-economic, and yet others
b)' religious purposes. The leaders of th ese groups are
well informed and thoroughly u nderstand the purpose
and procedures of rnodern ed ucation; better communication does not stop deliberate attacks of this type. The
p rimary concern of this article is not with the dc1ibc ra tc
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attacks on public education springing from sharply organized minority groups. (These groups are being exposed daily.) R ather the concern is with the rank and
file American citizen who sincerely wants the best for
h is children that public education can give, and who
may feel that the newer education is not as effective,

especially in the area of the three R's, as was the older.
It is this anxious public which has been outdistanced by
the modern developments in today's schools. Science has
invaded the field of education; and in the attempt to
keep abreast of the findings of educational research,
professional educators have unwittingly excluded and
left behind those who have the greatest stake in educational progress.
We Need to S ,op and Translate
The American public has a long history of votin,,;
for and supporting horse sense ideas. Laymen will support modern ed ucation if only the horse sense ideas are
dug out and dis-engaged from the un-understandable
pediguese and gobbledygook of the professional educator.
T he need for better communication, for a n1ore understandable translation of modern education, is both obvious and urgent. Educators must do less talking among
themselves and much more to their excluded public.
And we must translate, interpret, and communicate the
scientific developments in democratic education in terms
that makes sense to the layman. We must take laymen
into our trust by confiding in them, by inviting them to
come into our inner circles to help solve problems of
mutual concern. Communication, translation, and interpretation arc needed. These may be carried on in many
ways: through PTA's, room. teas, open houses, lectures
at civic clubs, home visits, individual parent-teacher conferences, interpretation of research, and the use of audiovisual aids such as charts, slides, and graphs.
Because of our late start in attempting to cornrnunicatc with our public, it is only natural that newer educational practices are being misinterpreted. \ 1Ve are already accused of failing to teach the 3 R's. What do
we do? \Ve must do more than deny the charges. Supporting evidence must be furnished. Interpretations must
be made. We must cite the big research studies conducted across the nation which have compared th!.!
relative effectiveness of traditional and modern education; talk about Wrightstone and \Vrightstone of Roslyn,
N.Y., of Houston, of Lincoln School, of New York City;
of Wellesley, Mass., of Springfield, Mo.; of the EightYear h igh school study. All of these studies testify in
concert to the superiority of modern educational procedures and techniques in teaching the 3 R 's plus much
more. Not a single big research study supports the cause
of traditional education.
In the words of Leonard and Eurich in A n Evaluation of Modem Education, "the available evidence
points to the conclusion that modern schools excel; and
the more modern they are, the more they excel." In the
limited space available only brief evidence may be cited
from the above named studies.
For example, in 1948 a vocal group of citizens in
Springfield, Mo., complained that their schools were too
modern, that the methods of teaching were ineffective,
and that their children were not being taught the 3 R 's.
A $17,000 school survey made by a leading American
university followed. O ne aspect of the survey compared
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the reading achievement of Springfield sixth graders in
1931 with that of the 1948 sixth graders. This was done
by reproducing an old standardized Thorndyke-McCall
reading test used in 1931 and administering it again to
the sixth graders of 1948. The results showed that the
modern sixth graders taught by modern methods were
reading significantly better than their predecessors of
I 93 I. Furthermore, the I 948 sixth graders were, on the
average, one and one-half months younger, and a smaller
percentage had repeated a grade. At the conclusion of
the survey the Springfield schools were not criticized for
being too modern; they were criticized for not being
modern enough.
Or take the Eight-Year high school study which
compared the success in college of high school graduates
from selected modern and traditional high schools. This
study is perhaps the most significant study ever made at
the high school level; it was lucidly reported in the
early I940's in a series of volumes which by and large became a casualty of World War II. No one seems to know
that the graduates of the schools which employed the
more fonvard-looking practices were more successful in
college than were the graduates of the "tried and true
traditional schools." T he most successful grad uates
came from high schools which were generally characterized by: {I ) Unified studies approach, (2) Emphasis on
warm personal relationships, (3) Much teacher-pupil
planning, (4 ) :vi any opportunities for teachers to plan
together, (5 ) Device of having "small high schools"
within a large one, (6 ) New concept of supervision:
consultant without authority idea, and ( 7) Wide and
extensive use of source material.
Improved T echniques and Materials of I nstruction
The public needs to know that education has
changed mightily in the past two generations. As a result of the research conducted by our educational institutions on the basic skills of reading, writing, arithmetic,
spelling, as well as in the process of human growth and
human learning, education has improved in techniques
and in materials of instruction. Research studies from
the areas of a nthropology, psychology, and sociology
have all contributed to better education, to better content, and to better methods. For example, current learning materials are carefully designed to appeal to the
interest of children. There has been a general revision
in grade placement of content in accordance with child
interest and also in terms of difficulty of concepts involved. \Ve have a multitude of new audio-visual instructional aids. We have discovered that children learn
their 3 R's better when the learning is purposeful, when
the learning enables them to accomplish goals which
they recognize and accept as worthwhile.
The effectiveness of teaching methods skyrockets
when children work in a laboratory type situation, and
when community resources are used to give meaning and
life to the project at hand. Realistic concepts and true
learnings must be anchored in the concrete, in things
that a child can see, hear, touch, or smell. New knowledge in the area of child development has been responsible for a more humane approach to education. We
know that children who are tense, scared, or insecure
do not learn well. Practices which required primary children to work with fine print, to make impoSsible muscular coordinations, to sit motionless for extended perT HE A LU MNI Q UARTERLY

iods, to possess an overly long attention span have gh·en
way to more enlightened practices and expectancies. Nor
do we any longer expect all children to learn to read,
write, or cipher at the same time or in the same way.
We know that a child learns many things at once, that
the emotions, the spirit, and the intellect develop simultaneously and interrelatedly. The way a child learns
conditions w hat he learns and how he uses what he
learns. It has been repeatedly shown that a child';
Ycrbal knowledge of health facts has little if any positive
correlation with his practice of good health rules. \\·e
also know that an attempt to instill by lecture and exhortation such fundamental democratic values as respect
for the dignity of the human personality, or respect for
and valuation of minority groups, wiH be hopelessly
futile if done in an environment where these values arc
sold down the river.
Home and school are working more closely together
than ever before. Thus the child's world is not torn
asunder so frequently; he is not so confused, and learning becomes more effective because the teaching of home
and school are more consistent. A new emphasis on diagnosis and new insights in teaching the atypical child
bring the American school one step closer to being a
school for all American children.
These then are some, but by no means all, of the
outstanding characteristics and practices of the 1nodern
school in I 952; all arc firmly anchored in the find ings of
educational research. Progress is being made, but perfection is still far over the horizon.

youth population. To illustrate, a child in the fifth grade
in 1906 had only H chances in 100 of graduating from_
high school. Today, he has 48 chances in 100 of finishing the twelfth year with a diploma. Forty-eight per cent;
is a long way from 100 per cent, but it is three and a'
half times closer to the objectiYe than 14 per cent. This
is progress on a major scale. I t is undoubtedly true that
numerous graduates of today's 28,000 high schools arc
less well equipped academically than were the selected
group who, last century, graduated from the Boston
Latin School, or who graduated from the high schools
of 1900. The modern teacher in the public schools feels
it is his duty to encourage every child- dull or bright,
handicapped or not handicapped-to remain in school
as long as possible. Likewise, the teacher of today realizes
that not all pupils will deri,·c their maximum profit
from the Latin Grammar School curriculum. Equal opportunity docs not mean that evc1y child is to be served
the same curricular menu. Because of the wide ability
levels in today's school, some pupils do not read well.
Thus far: no educational rnagicians have been uncovered
who can teach the low mental ability child to do the 3
R's as well as the high mental ability child. We need to
assure both the critics and non-critics of modern education that the wide difference in pupil achievement in
the academic areas is a perfectly normal situation ; also
that the difference will p robably get greater as the holding power of the schools becomes stronger and as pupils
tend to progress through school more or less automatically with their own age group.
And Finally

School Population Becoming M ore Diverse
~iotwithstanding our more scientific practices in
today's schools, we still have many whose performance in
the 3 R's leaves much to be desired. The critic \\'hose:
special brand of logic enables him to generalize from an
exception is qi.,ick to point out, "I know a boy wh!1
can't read, therefore, the modern school is fai ling."
E,·eryonc needs to be sensitized to the fact that more
children arc in school than ever before and that the
group is becoming increasingly heterogeneous as the
America n school system cuts more deeply into the total

We ha,·c ample cYidcnce that we arc not only
teach ing the 3 R's better today than c,·er before, but we
have greatly increased the content of the public school
program. School children are now gi\·en experiences in
such areas as art, health, music, physical education,
functional citizenship, and vocational education- all
recognized as fundamentals for living in 'l\vcntieth
Century America.
But let no one br decci,·cd. I n spite of the firm support given modern education by scientific research, it is
practiced altogether too sparingly in our schools of today.

Laymen support horse sense ideas- and will support education- if the ideas ari:::

disengaged from the gobbledygook and pediguese of education, the author holds.
As education has been made more available to more people for a longer period of
time, it has moved farther and fariher away from the public grasp.
Do you know how to translate the education. of today into terms laymen can

understand? Dr. Replogle asks you to reveal the findings of educational research
to the public that supports modern education. Our schools-and the publicrecognize far too little the fundamentals needed in the 20th century, he believes.
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Retraced Steps
ha,·e lived within the shadows of O ld M ain for the
greater part of their lives.

I found Miss Mary Kimball seated in a large, comfortab le chair near a table covered with books and magazines. The entire room was surrounded with bookshelves

filled with volumes that had been read and reread. ,\
sleepy red cocker spaniel left the room in a disgusted
manner because of the intrusion. After spending an hour

listening to M iss K imball tell of I SNU before the turn
of the century, I, too, was reluctant to leave.

M iss K imball was graduated from ISNU in 1886,
and not only does she remember the members of that
class but can tell you \"hich of them still live- and where.
\ \lithout a pause and altT1ost as if she were reading from

a list, she also can recite the names of the entire facu lty.
She remembers President H ewett well and recalled that
often the students would remark, ,:H e is small, but oh,
so mighty!" With a real twinkle in her eyes, she told that
in her day there was no organized athletic program on the
campus ; but her reading teacher, M iss Flora Pennell,
thought it about time to have some organized sports for
women. She started a g roup of girls working with Indian
clubs. M iss K imball was thrilled with the activity; and
when the girls were asked to give a demonstration, much

planning a nd happy anticipation went into the preparations. Then almost with a twinge of sadness, Miss Kim-

ball said that she could not be in the demonstration. Her
grand mother refused to let any g randchild of hers wear
the costume necessary and swing I ndian clubs!
.Mis:; Mary Kimball remembers ISNU faculty members in 1886.

plans and preparation for the annual class
W ITH
reunions nearing completion, one is reminded ot
Illinois State Normal University's incredible past. The
personalities and events that have enabled the University to continue its unprecedented growth over a period
of 95 years are remarkable, strange, and interesting . As

one digs into the past, he is astonished by the changes
that have taken place in educational procedures and
customs, as wcl1 as at the physical changes affecting

I SNU. Being of an inquisitive nature, I have searched
out the facts which fill the histories prepared to describe
the glorious past of the first state-supported institution
of higher education in the State of Illinois.
Each event becomes alive and takes its place upon

St udent life was a bit different back in 1884, but it
was fun . The students faced the same type of problems
as do the youth of today. Miss K imball remembers the
confidential talks that the women teachers had with the
girl students. Here I interrupted and asked, "Did you
have sex education back in those days?" Miss K imball
smiled and replied, "No, we just talked about personal
appearance.,,

We were surprised to find that classes were not
known as freshman, sophomore, and other groups but

as sections. Section A was the graduating class but there
never was any Section B- she didn't know why; Section

C was the junior class. The letters went as h igh as H , but
Miss Kimball was not able to recall the identity of each
section. It was considered a n extreme honor to be placed
in section F. O nly superior students and those with training from some other colleges or with teaching experience
ever had the opportunity of being a member of this

the calendar of time. T hose indi,·iduals that set the pace

section.
School in the spring was serious business, not only

of progress were not Jost in the forward movement but
remain separate personalities. T hese along with the

Kimball remembered how everyone wondered whether

events and physical changes so engrossed me that I
wanted to know individuals that had viewed the excursion of ISNU. To collect memories of the past I therefore went to two of the University's oldest living alumni.
T here are alumni who have lived more years; but both

Miss Mary Kimball and E. D . Lawrence, unlike many,
6

for the administrators but also for the students. M iss
the state legislature would appropriate enough money to
keep the schoool in operation the next year. President
H ewett showed more concern than usual in the spring of
1883. A group of students dug a grave out in front of
Old Main in which they buried Hamlet along with all
the themes that the seniors (Section A) were required to
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

by William f . Anderson

write for graduation. T he president was sure that the

legislature would think his school frivolous and the
students foolish, so that I SNU would not receive money
for operation.

Miss Kimball said it was not uncommon for several
girls to rent a house and Jive there by themselves. She

remembered very well one such group and said she was
sure the girls conducted themselves in the right 111anner.

One of the girls, Agnes Elliott, became a missionary
upon graduation; and Miss Kimball added, " I am sure
she knew how to conduct herself." The boys, too, conducted themselves like gentlemen, and all were very

where the Science Building now stands. The contest was
on the third floor of Old Main between Wrigh t and Phil
Halls. This was the first time he had ever been to the
Unive1,ity. H e thought there was nothing finer than this
contest, and the fact that for the fo,t time in his life he
was seeing people of some note impressed him. He remembers that both Fannie Fell and Daisy H ubbard were
among the participants.
As a student, Mr. Lawrence arrived in Normal in
September, 1878. He roomed and boarded at the Follett

residence on the corner of Ash and Fell Streets. His
room a nd board bill was $2.50 a week. Both men and
women lived in the same rooming houses at that time.
T he _three girls in his rooming house were ~1ae Downey,

Hawe Montgomery, a nd Lou Patterson. H e remarked
that Lou Patterson made the greatest impression on him
because he married her.

much in earnest about an education in the early days.
Upon graduation Miss Kimball taught in Rock-

Mr. Lawrence never did teach- he felt he was too
shy. H e recalled during a singing class that his instructor,
Professor Cook, asked him to sing a solo. His voice
fai led him, and he never returned to the class. Old

ford, where she had both the fifth and sixth grades. H e,
school was very modern- it had a coal stove for heating

housed all the classes. Assembly was held e,·ery day as

the room and a nice big bucket from which students got
drinking water. Her starting salary was 40 dollars a

month. She finally moved into the Bloomington system
and received 50 dollars. The highest salary she ever
received was 65 dollars. Later forced out of teaching
because of poor hearing, M iss Kimball said, "If they had
had hearing aids in those days, my teaching career \Vould
not have ended quite so soon."

Remembers University High in 1878
My time with M r. Lawrence offered opportunity for

:vlain, the only building on the campus a t that time,
the opening exercise; the principal, Mr. Burrington, read

the Bible and then led the students in prayer. Mr. Lawrence still remembers the g reat sings that were held. One
of the favorite hits of the day was "What Are the Wild
Waves Saying?" He thinks singing is not like it used to
be.
The years have passed quick!)' for these two people.
One has the feeling that they are not living in the past
but are sharing memories with us of a time of which we

know little. And both of these alumni have, with the
youth of today, a common interest in I SNU.

renewing an old acquaintance. " 'hen you meet and talk
with this very dignified man, you realize you are meeting

a gentleman of the "old school." M r. Lawrence did not
attend JSNU but the University H igh School in 1878.
We often consider th e members of the laboratot)' schoool
today as completely separated from the University.
During the periods that ?vliss Kimball and 1vlr. Lawrence
were on the campus, the majority of the classes had both
high school and University students in attendance. Mr.
Lawrence pointed out that the students were separated

only by the education classes.
~1r. Lawrence was 91 years old on April 11; he
never thought he would live to arrive at such an age.

When about JO years old, he had a bad siege of scarlet
fever and measles which left him in a weakened condition during his childhood; but aside from having colds
and the early childhood diseases, he has never been sick
nor bedridden since he reached maturity. Mr. Lawrence
stated that he had never thought too much about ISNU
as a place to go to school. But he remembers how he was
impressed by the magnificence of Old Main as he passed
the building on the way to Bloomington from h is home
in H udson. It was a Mr. Gillan in 1872 who ,·isited his
school, inspired some of the pupils to become teachers,
and invited them to visit the University. Mr. Skinner,

his grade school teacher at the Frog Alley School at
H udson, took some of the boys to the PhiladelphiaWrightonia Contest, held right. before C hristmas. Mr.
Lawrence well remembers the horseback ride into
Normal that cold night. The h itching racks were located
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E. D. Lawren ce saw a \ Vrigh l•Phil contest at ISNU in 1872.
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BOOl(S
That Please Us
by
Harry J. Owens
An alumn us of ' J8, i\Ir. O we ns is an author and advertising
manager. He has been a Frie nds of Mil ner Library booste r.

been said that the reader of a book should not
I Tbehasaware
of the author; that, indeed, he should not
be aware even that he is reading a book. H e should be
able, in other words, to abandon himself wholly, en-

acclaim for the work of literary craftsmen like Sinclair
Lewis, H emingway, Sherwood Anderson, and Saroyan.
\·Ve have been told that their realistic writing is revolu-

tionary, and that we might as well forget everything

tirely without distraction to the illusion that is essential

that came before them. And yet, can you name one

to the perfect reading experience.

character created by these a llegedly revolutionary craftsmen that you lo,·e deeply and indispensably? Can you
point to even one that ranks with the least of those l
have mentioned? Personally, I believe that there is
nothing revolutionary, or even very new, about the work
of these writers; except, perhaps, the publicity that has
blown their wares into best sellers.
Far more durable, I believe we shall find, is Willa
Cather, for her " Neighbor Rosicky"; and Katherine
).fansficld, for such slight but real and lovable charac-

'J'o the first half of this proposition we rnight, 1

think, make a certain mild objection. When we read
the essays of Montaigne, for example, or the letters of

Madame de Sevigny, or the North translation of Plutarch, could we, even if ,ve wished, keep the author or

translator wholly out of our minds? And, if we could,
should we not be the losers?
T he second half of the proposition- that we should
be able utterly to forget that we have a book in our
hands-seems an excellent prescription for the making
of the physically ideal book. In such a volume, typography, illustrations, design, choice of materials, binding

ters as the old charwoman and little Lennie in "The

Life of Ma Parker," and the two poor little girls in "The
Doll's House."

-cve,,•thing- would be subordinated perfectly to the
idea and purposes of the book. None of these elements
of plan and construction would attract attention to it-

self; each would throw its full weight to making the
idea, the message, effective. To the degree that designers,
printers, and binde rs approach this ideal of perfect
orchestration of the parts, we arc surely indebted to
them for books that please us.

Text in importance to character in pleasing us
permanently, it seems to me, is story. Story is sirnply
character engaged in action that establishes the character and makes a dramatic point. Now it seems to rnc
A

that we should recognize this: that, fundamentally, a ll
stories that ha,·c ever been contrived, or ever will

*

be contri,·ed, were already old long before any sto1y

of the writer in this field is that he create characters so

was c,·cr written down. The ~1[ighty Adventurer,
T hwarted Lo\'C, Crime and Punishment, the Bitter
Bit, the Triangle- all the great story patte rns g rc,,· out
of human relationships among our primith·e ancestors.
T he great ,,vriters have generally recognized that

true, so supremely alive, so indispensable that, once we
know them, they remain with us throughout our lives.

recognized, moreover, that the permutations and combi-

Since a discourse like this must be limited somehow,
propose to confine it mainly to works of the creative
imagination. It seems to me that our first requirement

I mean characters such as H uckleberry Finn, Sam
Weller, J ack Falstaff, Oliver Twist, Don Quixote, Alice
of Wonderland, Shakespeare's Rosalind, the father of
the Prodigal Son, Walton's Angler, Uncle Remus, R ip
Van Winkle, Cinderella, Robinson Crusoe, and Ulysses.
During the past 30-odd years we have heard much
8

there is no such thing as a new sto,y. T hey have also
nations of character and situation are inexhaustiblethat out of the age-old materials able writers can go on
forever creating stories as nC\\' and timely as any will

ever be. Shakespeare reworked feeble old plays, and still
feebler talcs; LaFontaine turned to Aesop, as Aesop had
turned 2,500 years before to the H indoo story-tellers;
THE ALUMNI Q UARTER LY

Goethe went for Faust to old folk sources; and countless other writers drew upon the Bible, Homer, and
ancient tribal legends.
Only the much publicized 1nodern "innovators"
and "revolutionists" have turned their faces away from

these simple facts. Scorning the past, they have combined pseudo-science with art that is sometimes even
more "pseudo." Readers, smitten with wonder at the
roar of the publicity guns, have been afraid to say,
"This sounds like bunk to me." But in the end they will
again be pleased only with real character and storywith substance.

Closely related to style is a subject that happens to
be close to my heart. That subject is Humor. There is
not much that we recognize as humor in the Iliad or in

the Bible; but you will agree, I think, that Shakespeare
would not be Shakespeare without humor, nor Dickens
Dickens. H umor may, in a sense, be a product of modern

sophistication, although it was certainly not unknown
among most of the ancient peoples. Certainly it is ~

powerful and delightful instrument of our time. Publishers have repeatedly said that the two commodities of
which they can never get enough are Character and
H umol'.
Humoi· in the sense that I mean to use it here

should be disentangled from its more or less near relaThe great writers of the futme, like those of the
past, must, it seems to me, continue to give us characters·
as true as life, or truer. They must present these char-

acters through story that gives them dimension. But
the friction of wonhy character with the chosen storyevents must yield something even greater; and this, for
want of a better term, I shall give a very old-fashioned
name : moral instruction.

Character and action must both be worthy if thev
are going to content the reader permanently. The introverted, neurotic whiner whom modern writers have
given so much space is no more fitting as a subject of

art than Hamlet would have been if Shakespeare had
made him a coward, a lunatic, and nothing more. Th<!
same holds for weaklings, confused rebels, nihilists, selfpitic,·s, and the misfits who would continue to be misfits
under any world order that might be devised. Unless a
character has moral strength, and unless he goes into
action in such a way that an important moral proposition is either proved or disproved, the conditions arc

lacking for literature worthy of the name.
If this is all true, then why docs so much trash
come to be published? The answer is that someone sees

a chance to make a profit. Money can be made out of
it, just as it can be made out of flagpole-sitting, dance
marathons, and diving over Niagara FalJs in a barrel.
But not real literature.

.,.

*

tives- wit, irony, satire, and so on. Humor, pure and
unmixed, is emotional in its nature; wit, unmixed, is

intellectual. So it is that humor is warm and sympathetic,
while wit tends to be cold, and it may be destructive.
Personally, I admire keen wit greatly; but I love humor.
Many books have been written that attempt to explain humor and define its nature. I have read many of
these, but have so far never found in them a completely
satisfying theo•)' of humor. So, after long study of materials and much thought, I have worked one out for

myself. The last thing in the world J want to do is to
present this theory- or fragment of one-dogmatically:
all I ask is that you consider it, and that, when you
criticize it, you do so after careful study of the subject.
H ere it is:
Humor {the pure a rticle, carefully d istinguished
from all the other means for producing laughter
or amusement) springs invariably from all three
of the following sources-note, I say all three,
not one alone, or two, but all three :
I. Love of truth;

2. Love of freedom ; and
3. Love of our fellow man.
Whether or not you agree with this theory, J think
you will concede that humor is a gift of high importanc~
to the literary artist. 11ark Twain said, "There can be

no laughter in H eaven." Obviously not; for by definition, heaven is a state of perfection. Humor belongs to

ls a g reat style indispensable to a great work of

this world of imperfection. And yet, there is something

literature? The question might be argued, I suppose,
but it is my opinion that the two are inseparable. If the

of the divine in true humor, for it is founded upon
charity, loving kindness, and universal sympathy; and it
is through these qualities in g reat artists that a portion,

artist can create immortal characters and project them
through mighty actions, it seems to me to be almost cer-

at least, of the hell we encounter on earth is transformed

tain that he will have what it takes for a great style.

into something resembling the joys of heaven.

Friends of M ilner Library heard the ta lk April 26 at Fell Hall on which this article
is based. The speaker supplied a transcript of these excerpts /or the Q UARTERLY.
"T he Scandalous Adventures of Reynard the Fox" is Mr. O wens' best known
publication. It shows love of humor which, he points out, influences writing style,
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Children Lik~e the Theatre
by Mabel Clare Allen
T'S MACtc! \\.ith a flash of 1ig ht, a puff of smoke and a

munity-minded women who give their time to the
promotion and coordination of activities connected with

a circle of dancing slaves glides from the shadows to do
the will of Aladdin, who, quite by accident, has rubbed

the project. For it takes much more than the rubbi ng of
a lamp to bring about the magic of a Children's Theatre
play.
It all began in that mythical '·once upon a time."
In Shakespeare's day there were the boy actors, and in

I clash of cymbals, a genie appears from nowhere and
the magic lamp. And, in a moment, they weave for him
a fairy palace where he and the princess may "live-

happily-ever-after" ( unless the wicked magician steals
the lamp and moves everything to deepest Africa) .
Who could help believing in magic as he scans the
bees of 900 children of all ages, breathlessly watching
to sec where the genie really comes from, laughing as

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries we find plays

written and produced for the "proper education" of
children, but it was in the nineteen twenties that the
modern children's theatre began the growth which today

the pompous Sultan goes round and round the rock to

has made it a part of nearly every community. In the

find the source of a snee::e, shouting as Aladdin leaps
upon the Magician whe n he forces the Princess to drink
the magic wine, or sitting back with a happy sigh at the
end of the first act anticipating, "There's more, isn't
the re?"

larger cities Junior League groups presented plays for
child audiences, and in progressive school systems
1
·creative dramatics" became an accepted classroom
activity. It was from a combination of these sources that

This is the twenty-second annual production of th~
Normal Children's Theatre, playing in its three performances, February 22 and 23, to the largest audience in its

the Normal Children's Theatre grew. I n the fall of 1929,
I came to Normal full of enthusiasm for the work of
M iss Winifred Ward, founder of the Evanston Children's
Theatre and one of the outstanding leaders in this field ,

history and proving once more that Children's Theatre

under whose supervision I had written a thesis on

is indeed a powe rful magic not only for the audience,

children's dramatics in the school. This enthusiasm
" ·ould probably have been swamped in the pressure of
college classes and productions had not Mrs. Clyde F.
Vance, who had recently worked with the Detroit
J unior League, decided that the children of Normal
needed at least one performance a year suited to their

but for the many children in the cast, for the college
students assisting with the production, for the com-

interests. Her husband was minister in the Presbyterian

Church, and she thought that her Sunday School class
of high school students might combine a p roject to make
money for a summer conference ,vith a plan to add
SOff1ething of value to community life. She wrote to
Miss \,Vard for advice and was, in turn, referred to me.
Inspired by her Yision and limitless energy, we started
a community enterprise rather than a mere Sunday

School play.
A Community Project

From the ve1)' first the C hildren's Theatre was ,
cooperative activity. Although, for the first IO years
actual sponsorship was maintained by the Presbyterian
Tuxis Class, an adult board was formed of Nonna! and
Jlloomington women, who irrespective of church affiliation, had shown their interest in bettering opportunities

for children. These women carried on all the work of
the productions, assisted by volunteer high school and
college students and mothers of children acting in the
plays. In addition to these, a group of patrons and
patronesses gave their support to the theatre by their
interest and attendance; the University gave the use of
its auditorium and theatre equipment. In still another
way the Children's Theatre showed its community spirit.

During the first years the Saturday afternoon performance was given almost entirely as a guest perfonnance for children of the various institutional homes in

the two towns. Today children from these homes, wishing to attend any of the three performances, are issued
T he Magician shows Aladdin the way to the cave.
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tickets free of charge.
TH E ALUMNI Q U ARTERLY

Three dramatic performances in Capen Auditorium sponsored by the Children's Theatre last February held audiences spellbound wi th the magic story about Aladdin, the Princess, and ~bgician.

In 1940, .Mrs. Vance felt that the theatre had
outgrown its original plan. The community organization
of the theatre was effected, with paid memberships at
one dollar each. From the membership an executive
board was elected each spring which appointed chairmen and committee members for the working groups.
These groups attended to a ll publicity, business, hospitality, and courtesy ; assisted also with the work of costumes
and properties. This type of organization remai_ns today
except that as the theatre became more than self supporting, the membership payment was d ropped. All
ticket sales are handled directly as such.
The exciting part of Children's Theatre, however, is
not in its organization but in watching the plays develop.
Before the curtain is down on one play, one hears
questions : ·'\•\/hat are we going t<>: do next year?"" Will I be old enough to be in it?" The plays chosen are
usually from well known children's favorites, with fairy
tales and realistic stories selected in alternate years. Children long remember such stories as "H eidi," "Jack and
the Beanstalk," "Five Little Peppers," "CindereHa," and
"Rumpelstiltskin." Several of those that have been repeated are "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," "Tom
Sawyer," "The Emperor's New Clothes," and uHans
Brinker." Once the story is chosen and announced,
libraries, room teachers, and book stores cooperate in
making it available so that children of all ages are well
acquainted with it before the play goes on the stage.
The children therefore arc VCI)' critical if favorite parts
of the story are omitted from the play, or if certain
characters fail to live up to the qualities expected of
them.
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Tryouts offer both an exciting and heart-breaking
period. Children from the fifth through the eighth
g rades in all the Normal schools are eligible for parts.
Children below fifth grade are too young for the physical
and emotional strain of the rehearsal periods involved in
a full length play. They are chosen only for special
short parts, by consulting teachers and parents rather
than through tryouts. Between 100 and 150 children
try out for the annual play. Double casts are usuallv
chosen to give more children opportunities to participate
and to allow for the many illnesses likely to occur. In
addition to the child's responsiveness, imagination, and
general acting ability, many other considerations help in
selecting a cast. How many other activities demand a
share of his time, or can these demands be reduced
during the time he is working on the play? What does
his teacher have to say concerning his cooperativeness
and dependability? Will working on the play be likely to
improve or hinder his social attitudes and adjustments?
Is he physically strong enough to stand the extra
expenditure of energy? An attempt is a lso made to make
a fair distribution of casting among the pupils of the
different schools. Even when all aspects are carefully
weighed there is bound to be some disappointment.
C hildren Learn to Listen

While they are not conducted in a rigidly formal
manner, rehearsals, following on the heels of casting,
demand a certain amount of discipline. In this college
setting the children are not allowed to wander in the
hallways or disturb equipment used by other groups.
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Except when on the stage or working with one of the
student assistants, they a re expected to watch the
rehearsal in order to make suggestions that will improve
their own performance and those of other actors. They
are taught to give and take suggestions objectively and to

listen to what both the directors and other children
have to say. With a group of from 20 to 40 children,
such methods of work are sometimes difficult to follow;
but by having only those present who are needed for the
rehearsal, and by using assistant directors to work with
individuals or small groups, some success can be achieved.
In spite of the routine, and what is sometimes the

drudgery of learning lines, rehearsals are fun. We see
the characters unfold. Gradually we see T erry become
the wicked magician, whose sinister laugh sends chills
down our spines. \<\'e realize how funny Douglas can be
as the strutting, arrogant Sultan who doesn't believe in
magic, and how ridiculous it is to see him whirled

about, here and there, until he reluctantly admits that
he might be wrong . T he weak, thin voices and slovenly

articulation of words become strengthened and clarified
until lines, at first inaudible in the third row, can be

heard at the back of the auditorium. The power of
"make-believen begins to work its spell until we are

proud to invite our friends to rehearsal and, as we hear
their appreciative chuckles, we redouble o ur efforts to
make the characters and the story come alive on the
stage.

Meanwhile the production crews have been busy.
The adult committee has made the basic costumes and
returned them for the costume crew to trim, to
augment with headdresses and footgear. The stage crew

has been busy in the shop, building and painting the
fantastic trees and rocks. The property crew has been
frantically trying to find the magic lamp, making gold
and silver fruit for the underground cave. The light
crew has been trying out the effects of ultra-violet
gclatines to make costumes and sets glow in the dark;
the "master magician" has been experimenting with

flash powders and optical illusions. For the college
students who compose these groups the Children's
Theatre play offers a special cha11enge in an imaginative

and stylized production, often not found in the current
plays bf the adult theatre. And children interested in
these activities instead of in acting may work with the

older students.
At dress rehearsal time activities are brought to-

gether. Since such rehearsals come after school and
usually last through the dinner hour, the hospitality
committee starts the g roup off with a hearty lunch oi:
sandwiches, cookies, and milk. This affair g ives a party
1nood. \'\'hen costumes and makeup are donned- when
the stage is transformed by the sets, properties, and

three performances on Friday evening, Saturday morning and afternoon, equally distributed. The music department furnishes orchestra music and between-act
g roup singing. At last all is ready for the house lights to
dim, and the student director to come before the
curtain to announce the cast. ( Experience has proved
that programs, carelessly scanned by youthful eyes to
discover friends in the cast, are quickly t ransformed
into airplanes and confetti. They thus tend to distract
rather than aid the audience.) Each character is introduced, his part in the stot)' is briefly explained, since for
small children familiarity is of more importance than
surprise. Now comes the hush of anticipation-the curtain rises. The show is on!

R esults of 23 Years
What have been the results of 23 years of Children's
T heatre at Normal? The eager, lighted faces of the
audience, the appreciative comments of parents and

friends; the spontaneous "Thank you for letting me
be in the play, I've enjoyed it so much" of cast members
--these are immediate rewards. Needless to say, few
children go on into the professional theatre, though
some enter the field of teaching drama. We see them
later in school plays and in the community theatre, and
always, we hope, as more a ppreciative audience members.

Through them and through the college students
inspired by their work on the children's plays, the
activity is carried to other groups. In Decatur this pa~t
winter, Kenneth Camp, an I SNU alumnus, produced
"Snow \ Vhite and the Seven Dwarfs," using students
as well as adults in a production for the Civic Theatre.
This was planned to run for two perfom,ances but filled
the auditorium for four. On the day I write this article,
Carol Martin of last year's class gives her third performance of " The Land of the Dragon," with her
students at Webster Groves, Mo. The letter telling of her
1

experiences should go into the required reading of every
class preparing to teach children's dramatics.

What about the possibilities for our own Normal
Children's Theatre? T his is a question frequently put
to me. How can we enlarge the activities of the Theatre
a nd make it mean more to the community? Already it
has made several contributions to the University. The
sky cyclorama purchased a few years ago was a gift of

the T heatre; and in 19-1-9 an annual Children's T heatre
Award of 100 dollars was voted for a worthy student.
T he Theatre has sponsored dramatic work on the
Normal play grounds during the vacation period. In
19+7 and 1951 , summer productions were given.
The Normal-Bloomington community should have

more than one children's play a year. The crowded
University schedule makes a nother production on the

lights- the children respond miraculously with a richer
intcpretation of character. By the time each cast has

campus almost impossible. What is the answer? The

had its two dress rehearsals, the routine is familiar and
there is little evidence of stage fright or ::opening
night jitters."

of children's plays by high school g roups, or a children's
performance by the Community Players- all have been

The adult committees on publicity, business, and
courtesy have done their work also. Tickets have been
sold through the schools and libraries. All seats are
reserved in order to avoid disappointment and overcrowding . Efforts are made to keep attendance at the
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bring ing in of professional performances, the production
suggested. Or, perhaps, as I have often dreamed, we
should have a cooperative organization of all the dramatic groups in Bloomington- 1ormal to plan a balanced

all-year prog ram of children's plays, using a ll of these
sources. It mig ht be done, because, after all, "It's
magic!"
T HE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Education £or Intelligence?
by Henry F. Weekly
An alumnus or '41, " Hank" hopes to return to the Far East some day when his
work and study in Washington, D.C., are over. Mada, h is wife, shares his interests.
ago my wife, Mada, and I were forced
T by theyearsCommunists
to leave China. This unlortu•
HREE

nate turn of events caused a change in our plans to
work through the vital medium of education in effecting
g reate r harmony ~nd unde rstanding between East anrl
\ Vest. Today, in \ Vashing ton, we are still pursuing our
goal but in a different manner. Mada is an assistant
librarian in an Army inte lligence )ibrary and, besides
ha ndling her regular work, is engaged in private research
on the F ar East. I am a civilian specialist o n the Far
East in strategic intelligence research with the United
States Army.

Strategic intelligence is relatively new and thor•
oughly misunderstood; yet the idea behind it is good,
clear, and basic. First, very little, if any, o f it invo]vcs
cloaks and daggers; it is primarily an observation a nd
research operation. I ntclligcnce he re means knowledge,

the kind of knowledge that a nation must have regarding
the rest of the world to insure the success of the worthy
causes and undertakings of that nation. It is both th e
kind of knowledge that is constructive in our efforts to
promote a peaceful world and the knowledge that is
necessary in the defense of our la nd and our ideals. It
is open-and-above-board observation and research in•
volving the exciting job of knowing a nd understanding

every aspect of the lives of other peoples on this globe..
\•Vi thout such a knowledge and understanding of

other peoples, we will not be able to develop the capacity
to live in harmonious relationship with o the r states. \,\'~
will not be able to carry o u t very well our· C hristian
commandme nt to love o ur neighbors, for it has been
proved that we cannot love what we do not know. \ ·Ve

certa inly will not be able to defend ourselves adequately
from a people if they become hostile to us. The curtains
betwee n sphere and sphere must be penetrated to find
out how far-off peoples live, what they think and be•
lieve, how they gove rn themselves, how they get their
food and clothing, and what their countries are like in
typog raphy, clima te, industry, and so on. These ques-

tions settle into the established fields of the natural and
physical sciences, technology, history, anthropology, so•
ciology, psychology, philosophy, theology, political sci•
c nces, and economics. All this, and much more, is
strategic intelligence.
A moment's reflection makes it clear that human

life a nd activity are far too complicated for any one man
to have at his fingertips all of the necessary knowledge to
solve any problem that may confront him or to plan

telligence work is used constructively, it is a positive a id
to world peace.

1n a sense, every citize n in a democracy should bl.!
an inte lligence specia list, keeping informed on crucial
issues of the day. Here is ,\·here our schools come into

the picture since, above a ll, it is their duty to fan the
flame of curiosity and morality.

Since my years at ISNU, I have had recurrent cause
to be proud of and thankfu l for the specia l kind of
educational experience that Normal so successfully
promotes, a blessed quality that I have not been able to
find duplicated upon personal investigation in a number
or schools scattered half way a round the world. I refor
to the deep con,·iction that even though w e Jive in a
materialistic and mechanized world, our values as w ell as
our goals must be spiritual. lt seCJns to me that I SNU

has always been in step with this philosophy, a ttempting
at all times to develop not the over-specialized auto•
maton but the balanced, whole, and consecrated person.
:\1y belief that reasonable success has been maintained in
th is art of developing the "whole" person has been reaffirmed time and again during recent years by meeting
and reading about our a lumni. Elc,·en years of serious
atten tion to human Yalues, especially those relating
d irect]y to education, have convinced me that ISNU

ranks h igh on the list of educational institutions dedicated to developing better thinking citizens.
Education Bas ic to \Var Against Ignorance
It is my opinion that education is the only profession in America today that can deal wi th truth ob-

jectively. The success of the art of intelligence rests on
the quality of the products of our schools. Although this
a rt, at first g lance, seems wrapped in the cloak of
mate rialism, it is essentia lly o f a sp iritual nature. Something more than specialists in science and technology is
needed to carry on successfully the war against ignorance
and m isunde rstanding; and that Hsomething" is first
class minds capable of seeking out, understanding, and
appreciating the human and spiritual motives that induce an individua] o r a nation of individuals to behaw~
in a certain m anner.

Our schools should accept the challenge to em•
phasize more and more their first responsibility of de•
ve1oping the "whole" person, who can v iew ]ife ir.
balanced and consecrated terms, and not the n arrowminded, over-sp ecial ize d technician that is so common in

the professions of today. The key to whether we, as a

future policy. S ince we cannot expect our policy maken

nation, fa)l into ig norance and misunderstanding or rise

to have all the facts about all the peoples of the world,
experts must be constantly at work to provide the neces•
sary background and answers. When the product of in•

gence," stressing the spiritual side of human endeavor.
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to new glories depends on whether the profession of
education accep ts the challenge of "educating for intelli•
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Greetings
unive,~ities. With these materials K atsu Yoshida has
been able to make a name for he1~elf as a leader in
education in J apan. She is a transla tor, a teacher of
social science and English, who is at the present time
organizing speech courses in the Tokyo Normal School.
Teaching Democracy in J apan

Members of Pi Gamma Mu, honorary social science fraternity
at ISNU, exami ne the scroll sent Dr. Tashcr from Japan. Left
to right, standing, are Mary Ann Morse, Leonard Semon,
Glenn Gasaway; seated are Cynthia S treckfuss, Marilyn Smith.

thc,·c arc two new libraries in Tokyo, Japan,
T ODAY
because of the interest of some of the faculty and
a lumni of Illinois State Normal University. Indeed,
these libraries, the one in the Tokyo No,mal School and
the other in the Tokyo Girls' School, are called Illinois
State Normal University libraries. The first one is in the
fields of social science, English, health, and botany. It
conta ins approximately 150 volumes. The other is in the
field of speech and contains some 35 volumes. These
libraries have been recognized by Japan's representative
to UNESCO as rendering a distinct service to their
schools. Because of them, at least one man has a Ph.D.
degree, and several girls have a lready gone on to the

I t has been a matter of great satisfaction to me that
this particular experiment in international understand•
ing was successful ; for M,~. Yoshida is a graduate of
Hyde Park High School and of the University of Chicago, where she was my classmate. Upon her graduation
she left for Japan where she met and married her husband who was trained in banking in Germany. She has
sent from J apan to a ll who have helped her, her greetings and her most sincere thanks. She has sent her
picture, some books, and a scroll to me. But more im•
portant than these tangible gifts, she has sent back to
the country which educated her from childhood through
college, her confidence and trust, coupled with an assu ranee that she would teach democracy "over and
over."
Mi,. Yoshida has been singularly well-trained to
meet the problems which confront a teacher in the new
J apan. All J apanese children learn English, beginning
with the sixth grade, and use it throughout their education. ~1oreover, they are expected to assimilate the ideas
and ideals of d~mocracy as they are taught in the social .
science courses of the western world. P rimary readers
used in the United States schools are unsuited to Japan's
need, because the J apanese children are too old for their
content. T herefore, Mrs. Yoshida has found it necessary
to write materials to meet the basic needs of Japanese
students.
Securing U ndei,tand ing and Peace
For Illinois State Normal University as well as fpn
me, Katsu Yoshida can become a point of departure
into the land of understanding the problems of others.
When the problems of othe,~ become our own, then are

T he author, shown to the left, is associa te p rofessor of
social science at ISN U, as most alumni know. A college

friendship formed a t the U nivci,ity of Chicago led to her
interest in helping establish I SN U libraries in J apa n.
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from Japan

by Lucy Lucile Tasher

we banded together in a joint effort to reach permanent
peace. It is only through earnest endeavor to help basic
needs throughout the world, that this peace can be
maintained, for peace is a tiny but living flame cupped
in drafty places. It is the light of hope that lives in the
hearts of all; it is the light that beckons onward; it is
the light of promise. Each small effort to hold secure!~
this fragile light must meet with approval by a ll of us
who live in today's world. Every thread of understanding twisted from the random materials of experience
must be consciously and carefully woven into a pro-

tecting screen, so that this light of peace may grow into
an everlasting glory enveloping all the world. To achieve
th is end, a ll who believe will gradually reach out across
all barriers. Neither time nor space will deter the efforts
of the children of peace.
For Kats11 Yoshida and me, it has been a story of
hands across the seas. Many letters, since she left tho
United States, have strengthened our friendship. Before
the beginning of World War II, she wrote cryptically of
the difficulties encountered in preserving peace and
closed our correspondence with the promise that she
would re-open it when the proper time should come.
This she did after our occupation forces were established
in J apan. Neither she nor her family had any active part
in the war, and I have always believed that she sensed
the nearness of its beginning several years before it

of the Japanese fami ly last year, clothing was ap-

preciated.
K atsu Yoshida must sometimes go to four different

towns on a week-encl. She teaches in two different
schools and acts as co-ordinator of the manifold interests
of her family, for she is the mother of three children:
Eiko, freshman law student at Tokyo U niversity; Hiko,

who is yet in the academy; and T a izo, age 6. She is
especially appreciative of time saved from repairing of

clothing. H er letter of Dec. 20, 1951, said among other
things : "I don't know how to begin to even express our
feeli ngs. So I will just say THANK YOU VERY,
V ERY M UCH and please give our ve,y best th anks
to you and your friends. . . The gifts you h ave so
graciously sent will benefit us and many of our needy

friends. T hank you again."
The scroll which appears with this article is her
Christmas gift to me for 1951. I t is an ancestral heirloom, painted 50 years ago for a special ceremonial occasion. Even as she did not anticipate her gifts, so I did
not dream to receive in its beautiful box, this lovely anJ
priceless remembrance.

started. Because of our college experiences, we under-

stood each other. I could imagine the needs of the girl
I once knew as a charming g uest at consulate parties in

Chicago, the young matron of wealth with a Tokyo
townhouse and a Kyoto resort retreat, who is now my

fellow teacher with more problems facing her in today's
world. Her Tokyo home was gone; American occupation
forces had her Kyoto home while she and her family
lived in the servants' quarters. Sympathy and understanding came easily and, as I told her story to the
students and faculty of Jllinois State Normal University,
their though ts sharpened to meet the challenge. Their
hearts warmed to the needs of a fellow teacher, and tht•
haze of uncertainty that sometimes clouds our responses
was gone. For Katsu ·Yoshida, for the children of Japan
struggling to live in a democratic way, books were avail•
able. No longer would the science books in one library
bear as their latest date, 1882. Now there were Illinois
State Normal University libraries in Tokyo to meet the
need.
When, three summers ago, students of the University collected coins in milk bottles for postage for the
fi rst lib rary to go to J apan, t hey placed themselves in tho
chain of understanding that must stretch around the
world. I am happy to report how well the project has
been received. Generous citizens of the twin cities con•
tributed clothing for this particular family of five so
that they might take their place again in their society.
Inasmuch as food took 70 per cent of the current income
MAV, 1952

Katsu Yoshida, her husband, and their chi1drcn donned clothes
sent from ISNU and had this picture made so their American
friends would know how much they appreciated the gifts.
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What's New by Departments
T he Dean Re!>Orts
The University is offering 79 graduate courses during the 1952 summer session. In addition, there is op•
portunity to register for Thesis by students who plan to
cornplete their degrees during the summer. Five new
courses approved by the T eachers College Board in
November, 1951, arc being offered for the first tim(·.
They include: Problems of the Cerebral Palsied, Education of Gifted Children, \\°orkshop for Teachers of
Partial1y Sighted, Music in America, and Tonal M easurement. The graduate program is continually expanding, providing more opportunities for teachers to imp rove their effectiveness in the classroom. The courses
offered each semester and in the summer are given by
I+ different departments of the University.
A committee appointed by Dean Arthur H. Larsen,
with Dr. ?vlargaret Cooper, director of the division of
elemen ta ry education as chairman: is making a detailed
study of the program for the preparation of elementarv
school teachers. The committee includes 11 members of
the University faculty chosen at large. It has held three
meetings since its appointment and plans to have a
progress report to present to the University curriculum
committee by the middle of October, 1952.
·F rom the Tower Studios
Last J uly a fire broke out in the radio studio at the
top of Cook H all damaging it too extensively for use.
The University electricians, carpenters, and student radio
staff worked together to recondition the rooms, which
have now been remodeled into a modern, functional
radio studio.
The two broadcasting roorns, technicians' room,
a nd the reception room have been decorated a fresh
lettuce green and a rich milk-chocolate color. The
drapes are a burnt sienna hue. Both the broadcasting
and technicians' roorns have a new double glass treatment, with panes set in at angles to reduce the reflection
of the sound waves and to offer more opportunities for
observing a radio program "on the air." The walls of
the three rooms, studio one, two, and the technicians'
room, have also been treated so as to offer the maximum
amount of true sound.
A new panel board was purchased from Radio Station \.YJBC, Bloomington-Normal, which gives Tower
Studios more broadcasting possibilities and a better
quality of broadcasting. Several new microphones, also
purchased recently, have been put to good use.
The Tower Studios are under the direction of Miss
Ruth Yates, associate professor of speech. The student
radio staff is composed of Stanley Rives, George Youngren, Alayn Bodynski, and Paul Goldberg.
Programs are broadcast from the ISNU campus
every school day throughout the year. The Daily Campus
News is on the a ir at 4: IO p.m. Monday through Friday.
~1:onday at 4: 15 brings Miss Margaret Parret with Time
to Listen. The I Sr-.'U Radio Workshop has radio time
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on Wednesday from 4: I5 to 4 : 30, and Friday finds
"Bill" Anderson, director of alumni relations at ISNU,
broadcasting the Alumni Hour at 4 : 15. Several special
programs of a musical nature and special events are also
broadcast in the evening at intervals throughout the
week.
New Educational T est Service
The test service is available to school administrators, supervisors, guidance directors, teachers, and others
interested in the use and interpretation of tests. The
service, under the direction of D r. Herman Tiedeman,
consists of the machine scoring of tests, transposing and
converting scores, tabulating data, offering statistical
service, interpreting test results, and consulting with
school personnel on testing programs. Specifically the
test service provides the following :
ivlach i.n e Scoring. Machine scoring of tests makes possible accurate and rapid work at a nominal cost. Scoring
is basic a.nd essential. The balance of the work is largely
clerical. When tests are to be mach ine scored, patrons
must use machine-scorable tests and the responses must
be marked with special electrographic pencils,
When schools desire to have scoring done, they
furnish a test manual, a stencil for machine scoring, and
any tables or norms not in the manual which the school
wants used in converting scores. Accu racy in scoring
requires that all answer sheets be scanned. Papers that
are in good condition can be scanned at the rate of 180
per hour. However, much time and money can be saved
by directing pupils, before their answer sheets are
'picked up, to look over their papers and erase all unintentional marks. The raw scores are recorded on the
answer sheet or in some cases some sort of scaled scores
are encircled. The school may then make ii$ own conversions, tabulations, and records. The costs of shippin~
materials arc borne by th e school.
Transposing and Combining Scores. When tests are
scored, there may be sub•scorcs on one or both sides of
the answer sheets. These scores may be brought tO·
gethcr in appropriate spaces provided in one area of
the answer sheet, and in some cases the total score may
be obtained.
Conver-ti ng Scores. Raw scores rccor-ded on the answersheets may be converted by means of appropriate tables,
to scaled scores. 1n some cases the raw, scaled, or eq uated
scores may be converted into grade equivalents, age
equivalents, percentile ranks, or mental ages. M ental
ages may be converted into intelligence quotients. The
number of such conversions tha t can be made per hour
depends upon the complexity of the tables used. Th~
range usually is from 150 to 250 per hour.
T abulation of Data and Statistical Service 1f the school
desires, the test service will alphabetize answer sheets and
prepare type reports of scores and converted data. This
report usually requires only the final converted score.s.
The test service will also provide average scores or
THE ALU)[NI QUARTERLY

summaries according to grades, districts, and other
categories. Such a\'erages can be provided without the
detailed typed report described above.
Consultation and Advisory Service. Consultations may
be had with the test service on planning testing programs, interpretation of results, selection of tests, and
recording of data. Visits to schools for consultation
purposes may be made. While visits to the test service
are always welco1ne, it is advisable to make appointments, particularly for late afternoon or week ends.

Transcripts for Alumni
The main service given by the office of the recorder
to alumni is the making of transcripts, or pictures of the
former students' permanent record cards. An alumnus
receives an earl y response when he writes for a transcript, if he complies with the following suggestions:
S igns his letter, using all three names. A student who
uses a middle name should be sure to include his first
name for his record will be filed under it. A married
woman should gi\'e her maiden name.
Gi"es dates of attendance, town from which he first
registered, and date of graduation.
Tells whether he wants an official (signed and scaled)
transcript sent elsewhere or an unofficial transcript for
his own use. The latter is not signed nor sealed.
T ells where he wants an official transcript sent. It must
be sent directly to another college, :1 superintendent,
principal, school board, or official person.
An exception is made for a man entering military service
who may receive an official transcript in a sealed envelope when he knows the branch 0£ service he is
entering.
Encloses $1.00 unless he is sure there is no cha rge. Two
transcripts are made ,-v ithout charge. One dollar pays
for each additional two copies. If there is no charge,
the money will be returned promptly.
Tells if there is a particular date when the transcript
must reach its destination. Deadlines can be met when
requests arrive on time. Transcripts ar.: not made daily
but are usually made two or three times a week.
Doesn't request a transcript without grades nor for the
omission of courses or grades. A transcript is a picture
of the student's permanent record card so must show
everything that is on t he card.
Points out promptly any errors on the transcript. The
girls who do the recording are "99.94%" accurate, but
they are human so errors do creep in occasionally. The
sooner attention is called to them, the easier they are
to correct.

high school assemblies, lecture series, and special numbers in dramatics, music, art, and oth er fields have been
pro,·ided. Each spring many of the staff are called upon
to give commencement addresses.
The summer extension program is nearly completed.
Courses are assioned to centers where enrollment and
needs, as indic~ted by teachers and administrawrs,
justify such service. Each course or workshop carries
three semesters hours of credit and is to be completed
in a three-week period. Registration in each center begins a t nine o'clock Monday morning. The registration
fee is $15.00. Offerings are dependent upon adequate
enrollment.

Schedule of Extension Courses
Benld
Historical Geography of the United States E213

June 9

Dam·il1e
Pupil Acti\'ities in the Elementary School E23 I

June 9

Decatul·
.\"atural Science E220

June 9

Decatut
History of Civilization El 13

June 30

Gran\'ille
Pupil Activities in the Elementary School E23 1 June 30
HavT:aching Art in Elementary Schools E202

Lincoln
English \Vorkshop E293

June 30

Litchfield
Music \Vorkshop E293

J une 9

Morris
American Literature Since 1914 E23I

June 9

Pekin
American Life and Institutions E217

June 9

Peter;.~~t';;;·ical Geography of the United States E213 July 21
p
·
June 30
ornT~aching Art in Elementary Schools E202
Princeton
June 9
English Workshop E293
Springfield
June 9
Advanced Reading Methods E207
Streator
June 9
Audio~Visual Education E240
Virgin ia
June 30
Music Education for Lower Grades E239
Wati~~lish Grammar E275

" \,Ve are a)ways g)ad to be of service to alumni and
arc happy to have them stop in to see us whenever they
are on the campus," Miss Ferne Melrose, the University
recorder, points out.
ISNU Field Services
The University continues to provide information to
schools, community clubs, and other organizations con•
cerning types of programs available through the office
of field services. A list of faculty members and student
groups who have indicated their willingness to participate in off-campus programs is available. Programs for
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June 9

Lacophysical Education for Lower Grades E231 and
for Upper Grades E232
June 9

J une 3 0

A cooperative curriculum study project involving
the Peru Elemental)' School staff and 11:embers of the
University staff is being planned, begrnning ,n Sept?mber. Dr. Francis Belshc, associate p rofessor of educauon,
will be in charge of the consultant team. Plans for
regular extension courses during the 1952-53 school
vear arc also beino- formulated. For further information
~oncerning progra~s for h igh school assemblies, speakers
for commencement exercises, and other types of pro(1rams as well as info1mation relating to extension
~ervices, write to Dr. L. \V. Miller, Director of University Field Services, Illinois State Normal University.
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Audio-Visual Education--

Aids To Learning and Teaching
by Frances Coan
class secs and hears an opera performed by
A MUSIC
the greatest singers of the day . . . members of
~

speech class listen to their own voices . .. a biology class
watches a seed grow into a full-size plant in 10 minutes
T hese are experiences in audio-visual education,
which, in simp1cst tcnns, is the promotion of learning
by seeing and hearing. Educators today know the effectiveness of teaching that involves what the student can
see and hear. For this reason, more and more teachers
arc using such audio-visual aids as motion pictures, filmstrips, tape recordings, phonograph records, wall charts,
exhibits, and countless others. T hese a ids reflect the
modern trend in education.
In keeping with this trend, I SNU is continually expanding its area of audio-visual education, one of the
newest and most extensive subdivisions of the U niversity. Until two years ago, the audio-visual aids program
was not centralized in one location or department but
was simply coordinated by a faculty committee. Increasing demands by students and teachers for audio-visual
equipment and services necessitated the establishment of
an audio-visual center through which the program could
be coordinated. Now the audio-visual office has a staff
of 20 student p rojectionists working on a part-time basis
as well as full-time office help.
H eading the office and coordinating the area of
audio-visual education is Dr. Murray L incoln MilJer,
who joined the ISNU staff in 1950 to become the first
director of the centralized program. Several other faculty
members are directly a ffi liated with the audio-visual
area. Dr. Clarence H . Kurth joined the education department this year and now teaches classes in audiovisual education. lelson R. Sm ith, photographer with
the ! SNU publicity staff, also teaches classes in audiovisual education and assists with production of aids. Dr.
Leslie M . lsted has charge of audio aids in the music
department and assists other dep artments with recording
service. The work of Miss Cecilia Peikert, director of
museums, also concerns the audio-visual area, as she
arranges exhibits and displays on bulletin boards, in
show cases, and in show rooms throughout the campus.
These five persons handle the professional services for
audio-visual education.
Through the central audio-visual office, faculty
members may obtain a wide variety of equipment and
services for their classes in the University or in any of
the laboratory schools. I nstructors may use equipment
for one class period only, or they may check out from
the audio-visual center what they need for teaching purposes on a long term basis. An industrial a rts teacher,
for instance, may want to photograph prize-winning
projects displayed at an out-of-town convention so that
he can show the p ictures to his students. H e may borrow
a camera from the audio-visual office for this purpose.
Seven still cameras and one motion picture camera are
available for loan. ISNU is one of very few universities
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that have such a service, whereby faculty members are
free to borrow and use audio-visual equipment themselves, according to Dr. M iller. Most schools require
special operators to handle the equipment.
Educational films represent one of the most widely
used aids available from the audio-visual office. The
University owns 23 motion picture projectors and, jointly
with McLean County, about 200 films. In addi tion to
these, 30 to 50 other films are borrowed each week from
distribution centers for use in teaching. VVh en an instructor wants to schedule films for a class, h e goes to the
audio-visual office, looks through catalogs, selects his
films, and fills out order blanks. If the films are available
at the distribution center for the dates indicated by th·~
instructor, he is notified and can expect to have the p ictures for his classes. The student projectionists aid instructors who need he1p in showing the films and in
using other projection or audio equipm en t. Many in•
structors, however, operate the equipment themselves.
The student workers move projectors and other heavy
instruments on wagons especial1y designed for such a
purpose.
Educational films can be obtained in almost any
subject matter area. There are more than 8,000 such
films and 6,000 filmstrips available. ISNU makes extensive use of motion pictures dealing with education:
guidance, student teaching, emotional health , instructional methods, psychology. Of particular value for
helping students in their college work are films entitled
'·How to Study," " H ow to Use Your Library," and
" H ow to Write a Term Paper." Each week the audiovisual office staff publishes a bulletin, which lists the
borrowed films on the campus for the current week and
gives suggestions for the use of many audio-visual aids.
This bulletin is distributed to all members of the facultv.
Many other audio-visual m edia in addition to fi lffis
se,Ye effectively. Tape recordings have recently come into their own, their uses proving almost unlimited. ISNU
owns 20 tape recorders. They are used in speech and
music classes as means by which students can analyze
their own voices or instrumental technique. Faculty
members sometimes make tape recordings of proceedings at conferences held out of town as well as on the
campus. They sometimes play recordings of state and
national conventions for their classes. T ape recordings
are also used extensively in connection with radio programs.
Among the numerous other supplies and pieces of
equipment which can be obtained from the audio-visual
office are filmstrips, slides, overhead writing projector,
opaque projector, classroom radio, colored chalk, sign
lettering devices, and phonograph records. The overhead writing projector is especially useful in business
education. The instnictor can face his class and talk
wh ile he writes on the machine. As he writes, th e image
is projected to the screen or wall beh ind him. This proTHE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

jector has been used effectively for demonstrations of
shorthand and ways to fill in business forms. One of the
student projectionists is an artist who can produce original drawings for this instrument.
The opaque projector serves an unlimited number

of purposes. Any object that fits into the projector can
be reproduced on a screen or wall: pages in books, papers
written by students, newspapers, photographs, drawings,
magazines. All of these can be projected in images large
enough so that an entire class can see them in detail.
English teachers find opaque projectors useful in helping
members of a class analyze their own written papers.
More than 250 students are enrolled in classes in
audio-visual education this semeste r. Four diffe rent

courses dealing directly with this field are listed in the
University catalog, two graduate and two undergrad-·
uate. Each semester a large number of undergraduate
stude nts take the basic course in audio-visual education

as an elective in the field of education. A field trip is
one of the requirements of this course when the class is
studying the field trip as an educational method. The
trip involves cooperative planning by the instructor and
the students, the preparation of a written guide sheet
and schedule, and a follow-up program, including an
evaluation of procedures and educational objectives.
:vlost of the trips have been to Chicago, where classes
have visited manufacturing plants for audio-visual equipment as weH as communication cente rs. The basic under-

graduate course is also offered regularly by extension.
Extension classes have been conducted in Springfield,
Pontiac, Pekin, Monticello, Benld, and Lacon. The field
trip is usually a part of the course in an off-campus

The other underg raduate course deals with elementary photography. It is offered within the curriculum of
the physical science department. On the grad uate level,
the two courses concern audio-visual a ids in the music

curriculum and the audio-visual program of the school.
Students in the 1a tte r course, which is in the education

department, participate in operating the M cLean County Film Library, a service through which ISNU cooperates with the public schools in McLean County. One
half of the films in the ISNU film libra1y are owned
by the University and one half by the public schools of
the county. The films in this collection are available for
use in the public schools. The graduate students get
experience in directing the distribution of films to the
schools. I n addition to ma king films available to public
schools, this project serves to demonstrate how such a

film library can be operated.
Besides these four courses specifically directed
toward audio-visual education, a numbe r of other
courses include units in this field. Much attention is
given to simple · aids in teaching, such as blackboard
technique, types of chalk, projected drawings on blackboa rds, mounting of pic tures for class use, preserving
of pictures, use of clippings, kee ping of fi les for instruc•

tional bulletin boards, displaying of materials in the
classroom, and making of local field trips.
Audio-visual aids seem destined to play an everinc reasing role in education, a role that can help the

pupil and teacher broaden their learning and teaching
experie nces. Technological aids cannot replace the

teacher, but they can help him to do a better job of
teaching in an ever changing world.

center.

Dr. M. L. Miller explains t.he use of an
overhead projector to
students. This p iece of
equipment is one of
many now available
for use in ISNU
classes.
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I Lil(e My Job!
by Jean Olson
T'S been eight years now since I began my career
Icareer
with the Young \'Vomcn's Christian Association- a
which has p roYed to be most challenging and
stimulating to me.

A job in the YWCA has special significance in
these days of unrest and insecurity because the YWCA
is a world-wide membership organization seeking to
build a ,vorld governed by good will, justice, and free-

tuberculosis, or heart disease. A few years ago in Peoria
we organized a supper club for working girls and young
married women, with the cooperation of the nutritionist

from the Light Company. This nutritionist was the instructor, and meetings were held twice a week in the

Light Company's kitchens. H ere the girls actually prepared their evening meal for the mere cost of the food.
This type of p roject is only one of many in the field
of health education.

dom. One of the ways in which it does this is by trying
to develop persons capable of those creative relationships
with all people, as children of God, which are essential
to a just and free world. The YWCA's first interest and
concern is PEOPLE- people of different ages, races,

In the recreation category we plan co-cd activities
- swimming, badminton, and volleyball, plunges, outdoor trips, sports hours, square dancing, and others.

religious, economic and social backgrounds.

and recruiting. Newspapers, radio, posters, and printed

Additional responsibilities of my job are publicity

T he YWCA in which I work in Peoria is one of
441 associations affiliated with the National YWCA of
the United States, and one in 69 countries throughout
the world. My particular position is that of health education director, so I am responsible for the Health

schedules are the most common media used; but one
of the best is word of mouth. If a girl has a good time
"·hilc attending a n activity, she will tell her friends
about it. It is one of our objectives to see that each

Education Departrnent's function and growth. This job,

individual gets satisfaction out of the activity she takes,

be a l(jack of all trades." To say that there is ne,·cr a

that she comes because she wants to and not because
she is compelled to. One of the nicest things about the
work is the absence of d iscipline problems. Some girls
and women come to the YWCA because they are lonely

dull moment is putting it mildly!

and want to make new friends, others because they

'l'l aking a Schedule
One of the first things to be done on a job such as

have time on their hands, others because they want to
learn a skill or improve a skill, and still others because
they need relaxation from the tensions of everyday

like all the others with YWCA, has many varied responsibilities and duties. To work in the YWCA one must

mine is to set uo a schedule of classes and activities to
meet the needs -and desires of the women and girls of
the community. These schedules and activities may
,·ary in different communities and within the same community from year to year, as the needs and desires of

people are not the same throughout. T he Health Education Department is concerned with three aspects of

program: physical education, health education, and
recreation. In the first category are such classes as
those in swimming, exercises, dancing, and sports.

(Some of these activities are co-educational. )
The health education aspect includes education on
all ph ases of health. An annual protective health examination is required of all who participate in the department's activities because the YWCA feels that this
yearly examination is not only ?f value to the YWCA,
but is even more valuable to the individual. Many times
through these exams, girls find some physical defect
that they migh t not h ave known about otherwise.
Health Education is carried on in other ways: through
bulletin board d isplays, exhibits, reading material, and
special projects on such subjects as mental health,

living.
Using Volun:ccr Services

The backbone of the YWCA is the service by
volunteers on committees and the board of directors.
These women give many hours of their time in helping
to carry on the work of the organization. There are
committees on finance, personnel, house and residence,

interracial and public affairs- just to mention a few.
Then each department has a committee whose respon*

sibility it is to plan and guide the p rogram of that department. For instance, the health education committee,
with which I work, is composed of women concerned

with the health and recreation needs of girls and
women.

The YWCA offers an opportunity to participate
in a world-wide movement, an opportunity for advancement, and an opportunity for foreign service. If you

too would like to "Go the Way of the YWCA," just
write to Personnel Services, National Board YWCA,
600 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

An ISNU a lumna from '43, J ean describes her health education position with the
YWCA. She has spent eight years with the international organization for women.
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Around the ISNU Campus
Activities of Faculty
Several members of the women's physical educa-

tion department faculty have been attending a number
of meetings out of state. Dr. Gwen Smith, national
chairman of the Women's Basketball Rules Committee,
spoke on "Current Problems in Women's Basketball" at
the national section on women's athletics meeting in

Cincinnati, Ohio, March 17-19. This meeting was held
as a part of the Midwest Convention for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, attended as well by Dr.
Bernice Cooper, Miss Zora Cernich, Dr. Norma Leavitt,

Dr. Miriam Gray, Dr. Margaret Duncan, and Miss
Rosema1y McGee. A report on "Procedure for Revision

of Knowledge Tests Used in the Department of Health
and Physical Education for Women at Illinois State
Normal University,, ,vas given at the meeting by Miss

McGee. Both Dr. Duncan a nd Dr. Cooper attended the
national convention of the same o rganization in Los

Angeles, Calif., April 6-10. Dr. Esther L. French participated in a panel discussion at this meeting. The topic
discussed was "Understanding the Program of Athletics
for Hig h School Girls- Purposes, P rocedures." Dr.
Bernice Frey was elected secretary of the Midwest Assoc iation of College Teachers of Physical Education for
Women, which draws membership from colleges in
Ohio, Vlisconsin, \,\lest Virginia, Indiana, and Illinois.
The election was held at the annual spring meeting

March 14-16 in McCormick Creek State Park, Spencer,
Ind.
Dr. C. A. DeYoung addressed members of the Canterbury Club in Holland Mich., on April 9. Dr. Glenn

J. Taylor gave a

report entitled "Recent Developments

in Audiometric Testing" at the annual convention of

the Central S tates Speech Association in Tulsa, Okla.,
April 18. A lecture on "The Art Experience and Individual Growth" was given by Dr. F. Louis Hoover at
the Missouri Art Education Association convention on

March 15. He also talked at the High School Art Conference sponsored by the State University of Iowa on
April 25. Dr. Hoover and Dr. George Conrad attended
the national convention of the Western Arts Association

in Columbus, Ohio, in April. Dr. Hoover served as a
leader of one of the general sessions of the conference.
Dr. Emma R. K nudson participated in a panel discussion at the Music Educators' National Conference in

Philadelphia, Pa., in March.
The annual convention of the International Coun•

cil for Exceptional Children in Omaha, Nebr., in April
had as leaders Dr. Rose E. Parker, Mrs. Waneta Catey,
and Miss Dorothy McEvoy. Mrs. Catey served as a
member of the faculty in charge of a workshop for
chapter officers; D r. Parker acted as chairman of a

workshop dealing with the mental health of educationally retarded children, a nd Miss McEvoy was a resource person for a discussion group. Also attending the
conference were Dr. Mary C. Serra, Miss Doris Robie,

Dr. Nina E. Gray, Dr. Christine P. Ingram, Miss Marjorie L. Lewis, Miss Nadine Brooks, and Dennis Ruble,
g raduate assistant.

Dr. John W. Carrington served on a panel dealing
with "Problems in Student Teaching,_ in Teacher Edu.
cation" at the North Central Association annual meet•

The St. Clair•l\lonroe ISNU Club meeting held in Belleville /\pril 8 was one of the outstanding ISNU alumni meetings in the
state this spring. Members of the club executive board chose the date so that ISNU students home for spring vacation could
attend the meeting. A crowd of 96 high school seniors, ISNU students and 1heir parents, alumni, faculty members, and friends
of ISNU enjoyed the meeting. Dr. A. \\'. \ \'atterson, actin~ head of the geography department, spoke on "Europe Today."
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ing in Chicago April 2. Miss Elsie Brenneman was also
a panel member in a discussion of "Implications of
Recent Government Enactments" at a national meet-

ing of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers in \·Vashlngton, D.C., in April.
The 38th annual meeting of the American Association

of University Professors in Philadelphia, Pa., was attended by Dr. Howard 0. Recd and Dr. Clyde T. M cConnick. :-1iss Charlotte Ives went to the annual meeting of the Middle States Public H ealth Association in
Milwaukee, Wis., April 7-9. Dr. Cecilia J. Lauby was
chairman of a nominating cornmittec for the Associa-

tion for Student Teaching which met in Chicago in
February. She also attended meetings of the American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Education held in
Chicago and the American Association of School Administrators in St. Louis. The annual convention of the
National Association of Deans of Women in Los An-

geles, Calif., in April, was attended by Dean Anna L.
Keaton. Dean Ralph H. Linkins was present at the
annual meeting of the National Association of Personnel

Administrators in Colorado Sp rings, Colo., April 3-5.
Dr. Fred S. Sorrenson is the author of S j}eech for
the T eacher, a textbook for basic speech courses in
teachers colleges and university schools of education,

published recently by the Ronald Press Company, New
York. It presents in h ighly practical form materials relating to speech and speech skills that are needed in
the teaching profession. In his approach, the author
considers the teacher's activities in the classroom and

out, although the emphasis is upon the teacher's use of
speech for instruction.
Funk of Funk's Grove, written by Dr. Helen M.
Cavanagh, was published in April by the Pantag raph
Printing Company, Blooming ton. The book tells the
life story of Isaac Funk and the story of Central Illinois in the middle third of the nine teenth century.
A number of faculty members have had articles
published recently. Dr. Harold Gibson is the author of
a n article titled "Teacher Recruitment and Supply in
I 952" which appeared in the April issue of Illinois Education. Dr. Claude Dillinger had a paper accepted for
the program of the Midwestern Psychological Association meeting held in Cleveland, Ohio, in April. It was
titled "The Relation of Socioeconomic Status to Intelligence." Dr. Lewis Toll ,vrote "The Administrative

Problems of the H ead of the Business Education Department of a Teachers College" for the spring issue of
the National Business Education Quarterly. H e also has
been appointed to serve as chairman of a committee to

prepare a business curriculum guide for the small high
schools of Illinois. The group sponsoring the study is
composed of the business education supervisors of the
State Board of Vocational Education and representatives of the state teacher training institutions. "More

Cooperation- O r a State Board for All Education
- Needed," written by Dr. Gertrude M. H all, appeared
in the March issue of Illinois Education. The April issue
of American Childhood carried an article by Miss Malinda Garton called "Emotional Release Through
Painting."

o,·cr Radio Station WJBC on May 22. Miss Isabelle,
Terrill and Mr. Hackett presented a joint piano-violin
concert in Capen auditorium on May 27. Mr. Headley
gave a piano recital in Capen on April 16. Mr. H ackett
also served as judge at the finals of the Wisconsin High
School )vfusic Association piano division contest held
at the University of \,Visconsin on May 10.
A community restoration project has grov,m out of

Dr. M arion G. :-1illcr's doctoral dissertation. The unique
creath·e problem of refinishing the reredos in the St.

Andrew's Episcopal Church in El Paso has led to the
complete redecoration and restoration of the church. It
had fallen into disrepair and practically disuse. Dr.
)vfiller completed her design for the reredos, which included bleaching and liming it to a light finish and the
painting of several panels in brilliant colors, in 1948
and was granted the degree. Last rnonth the rest of the
,,·ork, which was done entirely by volunteers from the

community, was finally accomplished. A dedication and
open house is planned in June when the Episcopal
bishop will visit the church.
New Journalistic Fraternity
Illinois T heta chapter of Alpha Delta, national
honorary journalistic fraternity, has been established at

JSNU. Raymond \IV. Tudor is faculty sponsor of th~
chapter.
Summer Conferences

The educational summer conference scheduled for
July 14-16 will be built around a p ublication of the
Educational Policies Commission entitled "Moral and
Spiritual Values in the Public Schools." On July 14,
Rabbi Ferdinand Issennan of T emple Israel, St. Louis,
Mo., will speak on "Basic Considerations in Developing
Moral and Spiritual Values." Superintendent of the
Rock Island Public Schools, Earl H. Hanson, will discuss " Agencies for Developing Moral and Spiritual
Values" on Jul)' 15, and Dr. Gordon Hullfish of Ohio
State University will speak on "The School's Program
for Developing Moral and Spiritual Values" on J uly 16.
The same pattern followed by the conferences for 18
years will prevail at this year's sessions. Speakers will
make their talks at general morning sessions with discussion groups meeting each afternoon. These groups
will direct their attention each d ay to problems raised
by the morning speakers. The annual educational exhibit will be held in ·M cCormick Gymnasium concurren tly with the educational conference. Approximately
120 exhibitors will be on hand to display the latest
teaching aids and materials.
As reported in previous alumni publications, a

social science conference will be held J unc 24-26. Not
previously announced, however, was the name of John

Martin Cates, Jr., as a participant in the program. Mr.
Cates is officer in charge of United Nations cultural and
human rights affairs, Office of the United Nations Economic and Social Affairs, Department of State.
Leaves of Absence
Leaves of absence for advanced graduate study were
recently granted to t 6 I SNU faculty members. Those
expecting to be gone the entire 1952-53 school year

T h ree members of the music department faculty

include : Miss Zora Cernich, Miss F rances Damm, Miss

have given recitals in the last two months. Will C .

Augusta Gicnapp, Robert G. H ammond, Leland E.
Hess, M iss Rosemary McGee, Miss Edna E. Nyquist,

H eadley and Perry Hackett played a two-piano recital
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Leh: Macon County ISNU Club meeting. Right: Madison C.:ounty ISNU Club meeting. S ixteen ISNU Club meetings were
held during the spring throughout the sta te of Illinois, with one out o{ state meet ing held in St. Petersburg, Fla. The following ISNU Clubs had spring meetings in Illinois: Champaign, Chicago, Christian, Ford, Iroquois, Kane-Kendall, Kankakee.
Knox-Warren, Livingston, Macon, Madison, McLean, Peoria, St. Clair-Monroe, Sangamon, and Tazewell.

Miss Margaret Parret, Harold G. Paulson, Miss Cecilia
H. Peikcrt, Miss Eunice Speer, J . Russell Steele, and
Miss Ruth Zimmerman. Francis Brown, Theodore B.
Almy, and Dr. Claude M. Dillinger were g ranted leaves
for the second semester. A leave also was granted for
the year to Mrs. Margaret Jorgensen, who will serve at
the J uvenile Court in Toledo, Ohio.

SPORTS IN REVIEW
Alumni Trio Recognized at Banquet
The fact that the coaches of the H ebron, Quincy,
and Mt. Vernon high school basketball teams are all
Illinois State Normal U niversity g raduates was called a
"fine coincidence" by ISNU Athletic Director Howard
.J. Hancock here May 5, when the trio were honored
at the annual all-sports banquet held in Fell H all.
Coaches Russ Ahearn, Hebron; George Latham, Quincy,
and Stanley Changnon of Mt. Vernon were here to
give advice and encouragement to the ISNU men preparing to be teachers and coaches for the schools oi
Illinois.
The three alumni were also presented with "N"
blankets by Coach Hancock a nd with "N" pins by
Tom Henderson, the letterwinners' club president.
Ch a ngnon made a brief comparison of the campus as it
was in 1921, when he first enrolled, with the way it is
today with many new buildings and an outstanding
coaching staff. Both Latham and Ahearn praised Hancock and other members of the ISNU coaching and
physical education staff for the help they received when
students both on the athletic field and in the classroom.
The Carter H arris cup, given to the most valuable football player, was presented to Tony Licocci, Rock Falls
senior, by ISNU President R. W. Fairchild. The "N"
Club trophy, a scholastic, athletic, and campus leadership award, was won this year by Al Buckowich, I 951
football co-captain and a senior from Aurora.
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Former Players Honor Cogdal
Twenty-five years of service to ISNU by Coach
Joe Cogdal were recognized by a number of his former
players here May 17, when an engraved wristwatch
was presented to Cogdal during a track meet with
Chanute Field. James Johnson of Springfield, one of
Cogdal's star trackmen in the past, made the presentation. A r~union of former Cogdalmen was held th·s
same evemng.
The 1952 track and field team is adding another
successful season to the Cogdal record book. T he Redbird tracksters, defeated by one point by Southern in
the only dual loss of the season, have established themselves as a real threat to the Interstate Conference track
title held by Michigan Normal. The a nnual IIAC Mee:
comes Mav 23 and 24 at Ypsilanti, Mich., this year.
Tennis Men Will Defend IIAC T itle
Coach Gene Hill's varsity tennis men are still
members of the team to beat at the annual meet at
Ypsilanti. No Illinois member of the IIAC has been
able to offer a serious threat to the Redbirds as yet
although the H illmen have been unable to handle Bradley, Washing ton Un iversity, and the State University
of Iowa.
A seven-game training tour of the Pensacola, Fla.,
area and four May night games at McCormick Field
are highlights of the current baseball season. Coach
Harold F,ye's men won three of the seven contests
against strong Florida service teams but have since won
three and lost six contests.
Coach Hancock is working with a number of promising freshmen on the golf squad but does not expect to
have a top contender for the IIAC crown which th e
Redbirds held last in 1950. The golf tournament in the
IIAC comes at Ypsilanti in late May at the same tim•~
as the track and tennis competition.
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Remember When?
V isit to the University of 1llinois
\\'hile the e,·ery-day life of a Senior is extremely
prosaic and monotonous, there are numerous events

that serve to break up the even tenor of his way and to
make life more endurable. That the trip to Champaign
on Saturday, April I 8, was one of these pleasant occasions, not one who is acquainted with the facts will be
disposed to deny. The main purpose of the trip was to
spend some time with Dr. K rohn in the psychological
laboratory, and thus learn the way such laboratories are
used. A secondary purpose was to get a more definite
idea of what the State University is, and the work it
is doing.

Nearly all of Section A, together with President
Cook, Dr. V an Liew, Mr. Brown, and a number of
others, made up the party. I t is hardly worth while to

gymnasium. The best of these was an April Fool's Party
at which everyone had a rousing good time.
Our essays, some of which have appeared in the

Vidette, deserve special notice. They, were well written,
and showed considerable talent on the part of the writers.
The music, too, tho not in quantity, has been sup-

erior in quality. We have been favored a number of t imes
by the l.S .N.U. Orchestra which certainly plays well.
The membership of the school has been exceptionally low this year; this has had a noticeable effect on
the regular weekly attendance of the society.
Loren Culp, Nora E. 131ome, and H erbert Coons
have in turn been \Vrightonia's energetic presidents, and
they deserve commendation for their faithful services--·

for often they have had to labor against difficulties.
The contest, the great climax of the year, came and

say how they conducted themselves on the train. Anyone

went, and amidst yells and shouts of enthusiasm Wright-

who has e,·cr traveled with a company of Normal students knows they arc abnormally noisy. This was not an
exception. 'Two street cars, bound for the university,
awaited us at the station in Champaign. All the party
took these cars except two unfortunates, one of whom
had to visit a hat store to get something for the outside

onia once more carried off the laurel wreath.
Now, as the year closes, we part, carrying with us

many pleasant memories of the pleasant times which
this society has afforded us, and as we have derived help
and pleasure, so may many others in the futu re. We wish

of his head before hearing Dr. K rohn talk about what

- Bertha Olson in The Index, 1905

it unbounded success.

was inside of it. At the laborato1y we listened to inter-

esting explanations of how physiological psychologists
work to obtain their results. Various experiments were

tried on the members of our party. One piece of
apparatus was for recording _the heart action through
the movements of the pulse. While Mr. Cook is perhaps
not utterly heartless, yet he was so pulseless that the
apparatus did not work satisfactorily on him. Our

modest professor of Physics and Chemistry, on whom i,
was next tried, demonstrated that by repeating the
mu ltiplication table his heart action noticeably increased.

After lunch in the adjacent rooms, where Dr. and Mrs.
Krohn had taken pains to make everything pleasant,
nearly every one o f the party found a brother, or sister,
or cousin ( or some other person's brother, or sister, or
cousin) among the Champaign students to serve as
chaperon in visiting the other buildings.

The baseball game in the afternoon between the
Universities of lllinois and Michigan kept some of our
party in the city un til Sunday. However, roll-call on
Monday morning showed that none of the Normal contingent were killed, wounded, or missing. H ence, with

so many good results and no bad ones, the trip may be
counted in every way a _success.

-The Index, 1896
Successful Year for W rightonia
The year just closing has, as usual, been a successful
one for old Wrightonia . Altho both attendance and
interest might have been increased we still have many
enthusiastic workers who are doing all in their power to
keep Wrightonia at the top.
During the past year some excellent programs have
been given. V\le have endeavored to have social times,
too, therefore several programs ha\'e been given in the
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Sophomore Class History
Doubtless during the last fifty-three years during
wh ich I.S.N.U. existed it has never h eld within its walls
a more promising class than the Sophomore class of 1910.
We, the Sophomores, look back upon a year of wh ich
we feel justly proud. Our victories, and they have been
neither few nor unimportant, have taught us to appreciate the joy \,·hich accompanies success and to give full

credit to the many and courageous efforts of those whom
it has been our good fortune to defeat.
\'\ic have learned that, even tho our cause is lost,

a good fight well fought may strengthen and benefit the
participants far more than easy victory under other
conditions.

For the benefit of any who may be ignorant of
laurels won by the Sophomore class, let us point out as
an example of our greatness, the number of basketball

players we have furnished for the Varsity team.
We are a class of ninty-nine Illinoisans who represent nearly every county in the state.
Our teams in the in terclass basket ball games need
no mention. Among our numbers is to be found the

famous "Snipe H unter." We furnished two intersociety
contestants, several members for the orchestra, a goodly
number of active members of the Wrigh tonian, Philadelphian, Sapphonian and Ciceronian societies, partners
for campustry, subjects for discussion o n barbarism and
civilization, a few new names for the "Delinquent List,"

and a few new guests for the monthly reception in the
office.
There never was a Sen ior class more up-to-date on

marsh-mallow roasts and bob-sled rides than we've been
this year.
T HE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

Here's to the Sophomore class. :\fay she enjoy such
success in the future as has alreadv been accorded her.
and may it be her privilege to be~ome instrumental i~
the work that binds and strengthens an institution;
realizing that this can best be done by directing every
effort toward the ultimate good of the school as a whole.
- Ella Mac Kimbrell in The lndex, 1910
With the 139th Aero Sa uadron
In :\fay 1918, after ~ompleting our period of training
a t Issoudum, the squadron started to the front. It is
hard to describe just what a man's feelings arc when
going to the front for the first time. Of course we had
read descriptions of the front, but they arc strangely
inadequate.
At our first camp near the front, we received all the
equipment necessary to a Service Squadron including
some twenty-seven 180 Horse Power Squad aeroplanes,
1nachine shop, carpenter shop, and all necessary tools.
Then we moved to an airdrome on the old Toul-:\1etz
road.
This camp had been built hy the French at the beginning of the war and was occupied by the Americans
when we took over the Toul sector. It was here that W '!
gained our first experience in fighting over the lines and
in war conditions. Our 180 H.P. planes were exchanged
for 220 H.P. Squads which were better and faster, bcin3
able to make better than one hundred forty miles per
hour.
Lt. D avid Putman was assigned to the 139th Aero
Squadron as commanding officer. Lt. Putman wa~
trained by the French air service and while figh ting :with
them ,vas honored by being decorated with the "Croi,
de Guerre" and "!vfilitary !vfcdal" for gallant fighting.
Lt. Putman shot down five German planes in one day.
This record has been equalled only by two other allied
aviators. When Lt. P utman joined the American Air
Service, he soon won the place of American Ace of Ace-s
b)' his wonderful fighting ability. This position he held
until he met death on the first day of the St. Mihicl
drive. While he was out on patrol duty a lone he attacked
seven German "F okkers." Jn the fight that followed he

shot down th ree Germans but in the end the odds were
too great and he lost his life. Then the F rench Government conferred upon Lt. David P utman ( deceased ) the
highest honor possible to gi,·e a bra,·e soldier, ' ·The
LC'g ion of Honor." He was the only American aviator
to win this high honor. Though he maintained the
strictest discipline o,·er the men, he "·as so reasonable,
so bra ,·c, and such a true gentleman, that he was obeyed
and lo,·ed by all.
After the St. '.\,lihiel dri,·e we moved to the Argonne
front. It was at the Ylcusc-Argonnc dri,·c that the Gerrnans made their last clcsl)crate stand. Th(' G ermans
were massing for a great Counter attack \\'hich would
ha,·c decided the battle in their farnr if it had been
allowed to go on to completion.
T he order canoe from Headqua rte rs for every
American bon:bing and fighting plane to go o,·cr and
bomb this tr0OJ) concentration. It was that afternoon
that the Air Se;Yice accornplishcd its one great feat of
the ,\'ar. O,·er three hundred fi fty aeroplanes went over
and dropped their bombs on the Germans. The failure
of the German attack had a great deal to do with what
happened on 1\o,·ember 11.
Robert Sanford in Th e Index, 1919
A no!her Geograph y T rip
The geography department will again conduct :.i.
field trip through the cast this summer, leaving Normal
on June 17 and returning on J uly 13. Dr. R. G. Buzzard
\\'ill have charge. A number of changes in the itinerary
have been made. Due to increased mileage the basic
charge this year is $200 which includes transportation,
use of sleeping equipment and morning and evening
1:1eals. Other expenses will include registration fee,
$2.50: notebooks, about $2; admission charges, $12; noon
r:1~:ils, averaging about $.60; laundry expense, postage
on letters and postal cards, and incidental purchases.
'The party will use camp outfits for the entire trip.
The object of these annual field trips is '·to tie up
geography with what men arc doing to make a living
a:,d to link American History a nd American Geography."
- Alumni Quarterly, M ay 1929

Who?
W hen?
W here?

If you can identify the
people, the time, and the
place, write the ISNU
Alumni Office t oday.
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Home M anagem ent Apartment

T he new Home M anagement Apartment required
under the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act operated
for eight weeks last sp ring at 204 S. School Street,
Normal. It is rented by the state, one half of the rent
being paid by the Federal Board of Vocational Educa•
lion.

One of the requirements made of schools which recei,·c reimbursement for teacher training in home economics is that the school maintain a home management

house. Since I.S.N.U . did not have such a house, tern•
porary substitution was allowed . This consisted of one
month's work in hospital training at Brokaw H ospital,
one month's work in child care at the Soldiers' and

Sailors' Childrei1's School, and one month devoted t0
home projects. Because this arrangement was not satisfactory the apartment was secured last spring.

Probably the greatest function of the home manage•
mcnt house is to maintain a place where classroom the-

ory and laboratot)' experimentation may be tried and
con,·erted into real home making knowledge. I t is a
place where students gain experience in purchasing,
managing, budget making, and other household activities, and where ability to evaluate, to organize and to

cooperate is developed. I t affords opportunity for ap•
preciation of and a fine regard for home life. It aims
to make better citizens by training intelligent home
makers.

Last spring Miss Jessie E. Rambo, head of the home
economics dep artment, directed this project. Four senior

girls divided the responsibilities of the household into
four divisions as h ostess, dietitian, housekeeper and
waitress.

- Alumni Quarterly, February 1932
Message from the Alumni President
M y! how the quarters fly around. Right now the
g reat event is the Diamond Jubilee, so g reat that it is
going to take a whole ,\·eek to satisfy our loyal observ-

ance of what has tra nspired in the past 75 years since
E. A. Gastman with others graduated in I.S.N.U's first
class. It is so g reat an c, ·cnt that all other commencement acti,·ities arc to be made subse rvient to the success.
of this Diamond Jubilee, including our annual alumni
meeting.
H owever our reg ular festivities wiH occur on Thurs-

day, the 13th, in about the same order as last year: the
re unions in the forenoon in the various classrooms of
Old Main, the b usiness meeting at eleven in the room

to the east of the Women's Gym, and the dinner at
noon followed by a well-prepared program. But, as I
said before, all of our part is to be a help to the Diamond Jubilee, Vice President Lancaster fitting the pro•
g ram into the g reater program of the week.

The fact that Commencement Week is a week later
should enable many more to come who have been held
at home in the past on account of schools not being out.
Surely most schools will be closed by the first week oi
June .
The Decatur alumni club dinner of April 25 was a
great success under the able direction of President Mattie Waddington. She ran it true to the form begun by
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:vlary Margaret R oach eleven years ago. We now look
for the new President, Mr,;. Stacy, to do equally as well
if not better.
I was keenly disappointed in East St. Louis not
having a luncheon at the division time, but I still hope
they may have a real special dinner evening like Decatur
has had.
\Ve need more of these local meetings. If you h ave
not attended one of them just come out to one and I
am sure you will want to organize a local club in your
own community. The re is nothing that can renew so
much interest in your old school as such gatherings and
then you really have a good time besides.

Please remember our goal is still 1000 members and
it bchoo,·es cvc1)' loyal member to do his part in building up our membership which has nearly doubled since,
last year at this time, there now being 600 members.
Write Mrs. Adolph to send a complimentat)' copy of the
~fay Quarterly to some friend, followed by a personal
letter as a means of securing a new member.
I am sure all of you will agree with me that M rs.
Partlow did a most excellent job of the February Quar•
terly, her first publication. Keep her supplied with news
items and she will always have a good issue for you.
Ag ain le t me urge you to be present at the Diamond

Jubilee, especially on our day, June 18.
- A. C. Norton in the Alumni Quarterly, May 1935
T hey Set Up the Guide Posts
A quick flashback of their four years spent at I S1·u
will reveal to the graduating seniors a host of vivid im-

pressions gleaned from their associations with the black•
robed p rofessors walking beside them.
ISNU students are proud of their school's faculty
because it is a disting uished g roup with many impressive
degrees and intellectual talents, as evidenced by writing
textbooks and magazine articles. For extramural exercise
the profs g ive lectures or book reviews and attend edu-

cational conferences.
Informal duties include chaperoning dances, timing
at athletic events, sponsoring clubs, presiding at teas,
and ~1Cing shows. Such extracurricular activities g ive
students a chance to become friends with that stern-

looking personage of the "8 o'clock" who surveys the
back row in their direction.
The campus co-eds soon discover the frivolous side

of these many-faceted characters when they see them
trip across the stage in colored tights and croon ballads
before the footlights in the annual stunt show. They
learn that some faculty members have children and pets,

hobbies and peeves, and weaknesses for hot fudge sun•
daes, and brightly colored tics.
To prevent tha t near-sighted, hollow-chested look,
the profs here a t I SNU recommend horseback riding,
antique refinishing, squirrel hunting, horticulture, golf,

and the training of pets.
The student who values ttue friendship and sympathetic guidance will find both in the teacher who, at
dusk, is seen striding down the street with a whistle on

his lips, happy in the thought that another Friday has
come or that another term is over.

- The Index, 1946
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COMPLETED CAREERS
ington in which he continued active until his illness. In
1945 he retired from his position as department head
and teacher.
Mr. Williams had varied inte rests. He greatly admired French-Canadian literature and gave numerous
dialect readings before civic and educational organizations.

Since coming to the community he had been a
member of the St. Matthew's Episcopal Church, Bloomington. During the years he served as parish warden,
vesti'yman, parish co-ordinator, and chairman of the
finance and audit committee. With his tancle, the late
Bishop Arthur L. Williams of Omaha, Nebr., he fou nded
a summer colony for clergymen of the Epicopal Church
on St. J oseph's Island, Neebish, Mich.
Mr. Williams' parents and brother preceded him in
death. H is wife a nd two sons survive. One, Prof. A.
Richard Williams of the University of Illinois, lives in
C hampaign ; the other, J ames E. of 1601 S. Main St.,
Blooming ton, has been associated with his father in
business. Five grandchildren, all of Bloomington, survive.

J.

Arthur R. Wil1iams, former head of the ISNU business education department, d ied i\1arch 9.

Arthur R owland Williams, former head of the
I SNU business education department, died M arch 9 in
Brokaw Hospital, Normal, following a two-year illness.
Funeral services were held at St. Matthew's Episcopal
Church, Bloomington.
M r. Williams was born March 28, 1877, in Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich., the son of Dr. and M_rs. W. L. Williams. He
attended the public schools of Sault Ste. Marie ; Armour
Institute, Chicago, and the U niversity of Michigan. H~
completed his undergraduate work at Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio, and did graduate work at the Universit)'
of Chicago and at the University of Illinois, where he
obtained a master's degree.
Mr. Williams was a teacher for 43 years. H e taught
first at St. J ohn's Military Academy, Delafield, Wis.,
where h e also served as a thletic director. Between 1904
and 1914 he was instructor, head of the commercial department, and vice-principal at Deerfield-Shields Township High School, Highland Park.
H e married Gertrude Nevins of H ighland Park
. cpt. 2, 1913. They moved to Normal in 191 4.
when l\fr. Williams was asked by President David Felmley to organize and direct a department of commercial
education a t I SNU. This department, now known as the
business education department, was one of the first of it-;
kind. It g rew to be one of the largest in the state as well
as in the u niversity itself. In 1920 Mr. Williams opened
a public accountant and tax consulta nt office in Bloom-
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*

*

I-I. Glotfelter ( diploma 1885) passed away on
March 12, in Kansas City, Kans. Mr. Glotfelter was
born Oct. 29, I 860, near Armington. At one time he was
vice president of K ansas, State T eachers College, Emporia. F uneral services were held in Emporia with interment there also.

*

*

*

Word was received by the alumni office in February
of the death of Mrs. Ka therine Spear Hadfield ( dipl0Tn1
1891 ) in St. Petersburg, Fla., but no details were given.

*
From Mrs. Ida Wendover Bond Osborn (diploma
1902) of Oak Park comes information about the death
of Mrs. Estella May L eStottrgeon H oobler (diploma
1902) last .July. M rs. Hoobler was buried at Mission
Park, San Antonio, Texas.

*

*

In January !vlrs. Margaret Emma Sullivan Plummer
( 1906-0 7) passed away after a stroke. She was born in
South Dakota in 1887. Her fami ly moved to M onmouth
and later to M edia, where Mrs. Plummer attended the
public schools before enrolling at I SNU. She taught in
Henderson County for a short time, and it was while
engaged in teaching that she met her h usband, H arry
F,·ancis Plummer. who died in 1936. Since that time
Mrs. Plummer had lived in D enver, Colo. She is survived by one son.

·•

·•

·X·

:'v!rs. Cletus 11·. Jayne (Ivy Naomi Whitmore, 191417 ) died M arch 9 a fter a seven-year illness. She was a
native of Nokomis and had taught in the grade schools
27

there after attending ISNU. She was married in 1919
and with her husband moved to Paxton 28 years ago.
Mr. Jayne is circuit clerk of Ford County. He survi,·es
with a son and daughter.
·X•

\ ,fiss Margaret McCune (degree 1917) , a former
resident of Chenoa and Xormal, died \farch I in a
Glendale, Calif., hospital. Her body was returned to
Chenoa for funeral and burial services.
Following a prolonged illness \ 'liss Helen W ilson
(1916-17,1919-20, 1922) died January 25 at a hospital
in Spring Valley. Burial was in M agnolia. \1iss Wilson
attended Kew Ylcxico State Teachers College as well as
ISNU. She had taught school for a number of years at
Mt. Palatine, Cedar Point, and the Shepard School in
Hennepin Township.
❖:•

\1rs. Clara Conger Watson ( 1917-21 , 1923-26) , 87,
a native of Blue \found Township, died February 17 at
her home in Franklin Park. She had been ill for several
months. Mrs. \l"atson taught for 13 years in \1cLean
County schools. She was married to :-Sicholas H. Watson.
who preceded her in death. They had spent most of
their married life in Anchor. Su1iviving is one son, L )mn

R. Watson (degree 1922) of Franklin Park, with whom
she made her home.
·X·

Mrs. Claude V. Meyers ( Agnes DeHart, diploma
1933) passed away in January at the Burnham City
Hospital, Champaign. She had taught in the Arthur
schools prior to her marriage in 1937. H er husband is a
teacher in the Champaign High School. She leaves besides her husband, her mother, two sisters, and two
brothers.
Glenn I . Myers (degree 1933), former assistant
superintendent of distributive education in the State of
Illinois, died at his home in Denton, Texas, December 9.
\fr. \1 yers was assistant manager of the college department of the South-Western Publishing Company at the
time of his death. He had previous!)' represented the
company in T exas.

M rs. J ack Carpenter (Mary Kuykendall, 1933-34)
suITcred a fatal heart attack \1arch 3 in St. Louis, Mo.
She was a graduate of the Pinckneyville Community

High School and later attended Southern Illinois University and Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. She
was married on Nov. 4, 1950. Surviving are her husband,
mother, and one sister.
·):·

Wayne Coleman (degree 1936) of Aurora, a former
Bloomington resident, died J anuary 27 after an illness
of se,·eral months. H e had taught in Chicago schools.

*

Capt. L~land C . Brou·n ( di ploma 1927) , 46. Ai!(ht
captain for United Airlines on the M ainliner Stratoeruiser between Los Angeles and Honolulu, died at the
controls of his ship February 27. H is co-pilot flew the
plane back to Honolulu without mishap. Capt. Brown
was married a nd the father of three children. He entered
the m·iation field in 1927 as a cadet at Brooks Field,
Sau Antonio, Texas. In 1929 he began his long ser\'ice
with United Airlines which continued until his death.
He had spent approximately 19,000 hours, the equivalent
of over two full years, in the air.

·Y.·

.,.

Mrs. Jeny C. Johnson ( Helen L ouise Gupton, dip_loma 1937) died Februa,y 5 at the age of 37 in Green-

Miss Margie Twomey ( degree 1940) died March 23
after a six-month illness. Miss Twomey was born in
Bloomington in 1893 and educated in the Bloomington
public schools. She had taught for 34 years at Sheridan
and Irving Schools in Bloomington. A charter member of
the Bloomington Federation of Teachers, \1iss Twomey
took an active part in the organization. " 'hile regent of

Mrs. Cecil Clark (A nnie Elizabeth H odson, 192628) died February 29 at M emorial Hospital in
Springfield after an illness of nearly two years. She had
taught in the elementar)' school at Walnut for five years
after attending ISNU. She is survived by her husband
and one daughter.

•):•

*

Miss Jennie Frances Haven (diploma 1928) diet!
from a cerebral hemorrhage in .January at Granite City.

She was a n instructor in the primary department of the
Granite City grade schools. She had previously taught in
schools in Macoupin, Greene, and Madison Counties.
:.<-

·*

Roy C. Golden ( degree 1929) was found shot to
death at his home in January. H e was bclie,·ed to ha,·e
taken his life in a fit of despondency. He had been speech
and social science instructor in the Petersburg High

School until shortly before his death . Neighbors found
the body on the kitchen floor of his farm home where
he had lived alone.
28

the Daughters of Isabella, she helped organize the ISNU
Newman Club. She was active in the Bloomington-

Normal Forum Association during the years of its existence. She was interested in children's literature and
was finishing her first te1m as a member of the board
of directors of the Bloomington Public Library. Surviving Miss Twomey are three brothers, Lawrence and Leo
of Chicago, and Bernard of Atlanta.
·:+

·X-

.:,:.

Funeral services for Pfc. Albert ]. Seghetti ( 194748), who was killed in K orea Sept. 22, 1951, were held
March I 5 in St. Anne's Catholic Church, Toluca.
·X·

L eland Montgomery (degree 1949) was killed in an
automobile acident March 16. Funeral and burial
services were in Decatur, where Mr. Montgomery had

been employed by the Illinois Power Company. He is
survived by his parents, Mr. and M,~. Leslie Montgomery of Maroa, a brother, and four sisters. Mr.
Montgome1y was a veteran of World War II.
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John H. Weaver ( 1888-89) and his
wife, the former Alv:uctta Augustine
( 1888-89), celeb rated their 60th wedding anniversary with a n open house a t
their home in Paxton February 23.
Romance for the \Vcavers started whe n
they wc t·c students at ISNU. They w ere
married in Pontiac Feb. 23, 1892. Following the weddin g ceremony, they took
a train to Chicago to spend their honeymoon. Due to the deep mud, four horses
hitched to an open two-sea ted buggy
we re required to transport them to the
train depot. It was necessary to wire the
fron t a nd back a xles or the buggy together so the axles would not pull apart
in the mud. On re turn from Chicago
the couple was met at Paxton by Mr.
\Veaver's father with a wagon drawn by
four horse s. An ex tra passenger went
along on the home trip, with a spade
to punch the mud from between the
spokes of the wagon wheels. On June a
and 9 the Weavers celebrate their 85th
birthday a nniversaries. Mrs. \\'eaver ;s
one day o ld er than Mr. Weaver.
Clyde L. Burtis (diploma 1899) left
in M arch for a three or four months'
tour of Europe. He e xpects to visit his
son who is connected with the United
Nations in Rome. M r. Burtis lives ia
Chicago.
M rs. James M. Osborn (Ida l Vendovcr Bond, di ploma 1902) is a retired
Chicago school teacher. She wrote the
alumni office recently to give information
concerning the death of a former class•
mate, Mrs. Estella :M ay LcStourgcon
Hoobler (diploma 1902) .
M rs. Florence E. Thompson Runyan
(d iploma 1907 ) sends her regre t at
being unable to a tte nd th e •1·5th reunion
of her class in June. She a nd her hus•
band sailed from New York on M arch
20 for a four months' tri p to South a nd
East Africa whe re they pla n to visi t the
cities of C apetown, J ohannesburg, Ki mberley, Durban, and Nairobi. They expect to spend most of their time near
the equator in the moun tains of K enya
and the Belgian Congo. Last summer
they visited most of the Carribbean I slands. Mrs. Runyan hopes to be able to
attend the 50th anniversary of her class.
R oy Ramseyer ( diploma 19 12) was
recen tly elected preside nt of the Blooming to n-Normal Churc h Council. Mr.
Ramseyer is an a ttorn ey in Btooming to\~
who has been ac tive in ISNU alumni
affairs.
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:Miss Edna Rock (diploma 1917 ) has
been librarian of the Fa nner Ci ty
Public Library since J uly, 1951. She
taught for 26 years in the Washi ngton
School, Bloomington, bcfo1·c her retire•
mcnt in 1948.
Robert H. Allison ( 1920-22 ) has been
a member of the state legislature for 17
yc1rs. He maintains a law office in Pekin
and has also served as assistant attorney
general £or the state.
Noah M. :\lason (degree 1925) is ::
member of Congress re presenting the
Ill inois 15th district. Author of an
article entitled " The Biggest T ax Loophole of The m All," which appea red in
the .April issue of Readtr's D igest, M r.
Mason ma kes his home in O glesby when
not in Washing ton. H e was a teache r and
school superintendent in LaSalle County
for 33 years.

Tumblewood, second novel by M rs.
Gertrude Barlow M eyers (degree 1928),
is being published by the 'WeStminster
P ress of P hiladelphia. Mrs. Meyers'
first book, Last of 1he Wild Stallions,
was published by the same company
three years ago a nd is now in its fourth
printing . At t he present time M rs.
Meyers is head of the women's physical
educa tion depart men t of Springfield
Junior College. It was at the Corn Belt
Writers' Conference a t Illinois Wesleyan
University in Ju ne, 19,W, tha t M rs.
Meyers' first book came to the attention
of the publishing company.
C opt. J uanita F. Biddle ( I 932-34 )
of
the
Women's
Army
Corps
has recently been assig ned to the Military Pe rsonnel Procurement Division of
the Adjuurnt G e neral's Section a t F:ft:i
Army H eadquarters in Chicago. In ci\"ilian life Capt. Biddle was executive

WE HA VE NOT FORGOTTEN YOU . . . OR THE SACRIFICES YOU
WERE ASKED T O MAKE . .. YOU R GOING HAS A NEW MEANii\'G
FOR US NOW AS WE T AKE OUR PLACE AGAINST THE FOE . . .
WE SHALL NOT FAIL YOU . . . OR THE LIVING.
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secretary for the Florida Junior Chamber
Commerce for three years and international field staff direc tor of Beta Sig ma
Phi Sorority for the same length of time.
She en tered military service in 1943 ::ind
during her Army career serv"d as instruc tor, commanding office r, and administrator. Si nce Fifth Army H eadqua rters
is responsible for Army operations
in a 13-state area, Capt. Biddlc'i; dutie"
will take her throug hout most of the
Middle \-\' est and Vlestcrn Great Plains
states.

or

Paul E. Durbin ( 1931-34) is teachin~
nn adult farmer evening school in Farmer
City in addition to his regular agric ulture classes a t Moore Township Hig h
School. He also is supervising a welding
course two evenings a week. He is in his
seventh year as agric ulture instructor at
Moore Township H igh School.

J. Harry Dowland ( 1934-35), J acksonville businessman, recently headed the
annual Red Cross drive for funds in
Morgan County. Mr. Dowland has bee:,
in the farm implement business in Jacksonville for 1 7 years.
Russell R. D eBow ( degree 1935 ) d elivered the mid-year commencement ad:lrcss at L incoln Hig h School in St. Louis,
Mo. Mr. DeBow is assistant to the director of the office of price stabilization.
M rs. Virg inia Seibert Broeckin g (d egree 1935) writes the alumni office that
she is very busy bring ing up her )'Oung
son, born last April1 and has no time for
teaching. She formerly taugh t music in
the Mascoutah Community H igh School.
Miss \ VaHace \Vesley (degree 1935) recently completed work for a doctor's degree at Indiana Universi ty. She reported
on her thesis at the research section of
the Midwest Association of College
T eachers of Physical Education for Women at its mee ting in McCormick Creek
State Park, Spe nce r, I ncl., in March.
M rs. Thomas Benton ( Pa uline Smith,
degree 1936) writes tha t she hasn't
visited ISNU since the I 946 reunion of
he r class but is looking fonvard to the
1956 gathe ring.
Mrs. Philip G. R etti8° (Anne Cusak,
degree 1936) makes her home in Chicago, where her husband is executive
director of the Research Foundation.
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:\1iss Elea nor Moninger (degree l937L
member of the Girl Scout national staff,
has been assigned to serve for one year as
community advisor for American Girl
Scout troops in EUCOM, with headq uarte rs in Heidelberg, Germany. She
will serve as advisor and coordinator for
more than 100 Girl Scout troops with an
approximate membership of 2,000 girls
be tween the ages of 7 and 17. T he girls
are daug hters of military and civilian

families assigned in EUCOM. Previously
Miss Moninger was community advisor
for Girl Scout troops in the region composed of Arizona, California, N evada,
Utah. H awaii, and Guam. She joined the
Girl Scout national staff in 1945.
Rev. Donald W. O rr (deg ree 1938)
was formcrlr an agriculture teache r in
schools in '.\"iantic, Mason City, and Hodg:en\'ille, Ky., before e ntering the ministry
in 1951 . I-l e has been serving as pastor

Marriages
Lois Ammon (Lois Rose, 1927. 1928, 1935 ) to Lt. Col. James T . O ' Hara. At
home Corning, N . Y.
Elizabeth H olch (diploma '31 ) to H arry B. Mackey. At home Streator.
Fletta H anks (1 937-38) to Charles Alexander. At home Long Beach, Calif.
Elsie Johnson (diploma '38) to Carl Nelson. At home Lostant.
Imogene Euart (Imogene Freer , diploma '42) to \-\' alter Theobald. At home
White Hall.
Carolyn ~,(cLaug hlin ( 1940-42 ) to Marvin E. \Villy. At home Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Margaret Geddes '45 to \Villiam A. H utton. At home Auburn.
Charlotte G umbrell '45 to David McCormick. A t home Evanston.
Shirley J ean Yc rmasek '46 to Mott H ale Barfield. At home Davenport, low.i.
Dan R. Sperry {I 946-48 ) to M ildred Irene Hubbs. At home Blooming ton.
Steven Paynic '49 to J ean L ightbody. At home Roxana.
Phyllis Rust '49 to Joseph Vince n t Ch ristino. At home Galesburg.
Robert E. Grant ( 1947-49) to LaVonne L eicht. At home Lincoln.
Raymond Leslie Bess '50 to i\farjorie F rancis H ealy ( 1946-51 ) . At home Oakwood.
Carol Freeman ( 1949-50) to James Nielsen. At home \ -\7atseka.
Marianne Johnson '50 to R ussell Oi:-den. At home Kansas.
~cl1ie Jea n L eggett '50 to Exl ey Cuse y. At home \Vapella.
Fr:mcis Anich ( 1950-51 ) to J ohn James Brinda. At home Greeley, Colo.
:\fary Lee Coy '51 to D onald F. D evine. At home East St. Louis.
Linda Ann Gray ( 1950-51 ) to Benjamin Bailey. At home Normal.
Joan E. Hiescr ( 1949-51 ) to J ames J. Bogar. At home Peoria.
~fary Lou Kaine '51 to Donald D 'Amico ( 1949-52 ) . At home Blooming ton.
Lore tta i\fay K ea th ( 1950-51 ) to Joseph E. M errick, Jr. At home \Vatseka.
Marjorie Krull ( 1948-51 ) to Arthur F. Knoth> Jr. At home Peoria.
Jcanelte Lowe '51 to Hugh Ross. At home Morrison.
Phyllis Lorraine !\fagee (1 950-51 ) to Paul M. Gray. At home Ashkum.
Dorothy Nelson '5 1 to Robert M eeker. At home Ellsworth.
H elen Nissen '51 to Frank R eichert. At home Plainfield.
Barbara Seaton ( 1949-51 ) to Robert Stephenson. At home Topeka, Kans.
Barbara Ann Perry ( 1950-51 ) to Franklin H. Swigart. At home Farme r City.
C lclabel Se\'erns '51 to Gaylord Lounsberry. At home Tre mont.
\Vilbur Steingraber ' 51 to Kathryn Mauer ( 1948-51) . At home Normal.
Elaine \ Vaterstreet '5 1 to Ric hard Hapk e. At home Peoria.
Dale Brummet ( 1949-52) to Be tty G eiken. At home . rormal.
Pat ricia Ann J ones ( 1949-52 ) to Pa ul Slocum ( 1949-52) . At home Normal.
H elen Lind ( 1949-52 ) to \Villiam R. H obson. At home Ellsworth.
Shiloh Stro use ( 1949-52 ) to Betty Lee \Vilson. At home Bloomington.
Delores June Webb ( 1949-52 ) to F red Nelson ( 1952) . At home Normal.
~larilyn Wertz ( 1949-52 ) to M ilton Kadlec ( 1949-5 1). At home San Diego,
Calif.
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--=------------- - - of the Lewisport, Ky., ~-f cthodist Church
since September, 1951.

A. G. Haussler (degree 1939), vice
president of Rradley University, recently
served as chairman of the 1952 judging

committee of the North Central I llinois
R egional· Scholastic \ Vriting Awards contest sponsored by the Peoria Star. Mr.
Hausslcr is a former princ ipal of Peki:'1
Community H igh School and of ·w est
High School in Aurora.
:--;cw agriculture instructor at , vestcrn
Illinois State College is Elmer L. Rice
( 1936-39) . Mr. Rice wen t to Western
from Manlius High School1 where he
taught vocntional agriculture.
Willia m H. SmaJI (degree 1939) is an
assis tant states attorney in Galesburg .
Following his graduation from ISX U.
Mr. Small taught in the Gibson City

High School for two years and then entered law school at George Washington
'Cniversity, Washington. D.C. His law
studies were interrupted by the war but
following his discharge from service, he
returned to the study of law at the University of Il linois.
Dr. Leo C. St;ne (degree 1939) associate professor of political science at
James Millikin University, Decatur, has
resigned his position to accept a similar
one at Western Michigan College of Education, Kalamazoo. He will begin teaching at Kalamazoo with the opening of
the fall semester. Dr. Stine joined the
Millikin focult>• in 1948 as an .:issistant
professor after receiving a doctor's degree in political science at the Uni\·crsi ty of lllinois.
The Un ited States ~avr B:md1 which
appeared in Bloomington in April, had
as one of its members J ames Henderson
Linn (degree 1939) . H is wife is the former J ean i\•lunch (degree 1946) .
John M. Magm (deg,·ee 1940) has
been a member of a Pana law firm since
194-8. A former Cooksville High School
athletic coach, Mr . Magill received his
law degree from the University of Illinois.
Carol V . Wintersteen ( 1938-41 ) w,,s
a candidate for nomination to the office

of states attorney of Mason County in
the April primaries. ~r. Wintersteen obtained a law degree from . 1 orthwestern
University in 1948.
Elbert wm;am Crandall (deg ree 1942)
is employed as a chemist with the United
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States Rubber Company in Detroit,
Mich. He received a doctor's degree from
the University of Missopri in 1950.
J oseph W. Hobbs ( 1927, 1938, 194142 ) is serving his third term as Mason

County supe rintendent of schools. He
has been associated with public school
work for 2 I years.
Elston Roady ( degree 1942 ) and 1,;,
wife, the former Barbara Eld er (degree
1944) make their home in Tallahassee-,
Fla., where he is assistant professor of
political science at the Florida State University. In January the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy was conferred upon M r.
Roady at the University of lllinois. The
Roadys have two children.
The new Dryden Place School in Glenvie,v, which is to be ready for occupancy
next September, will have as its princip,l
Robert Campbell (degree 1943) . Mr.
Campbell has been a member of the
Gle,wiew school staff for six years and
director of the Arling ton Heig hts Youth
Center for five years.

E. Wayne Gross ( M.S. 1946) is one of
the co-authors of a new series of books
on general science for use in junior high
schools. T he series has just recen tly been
published by the Holt Publishing Company of ;\iew York City. Mr. Gross is
now working on his doctorate at Indiana
University. He is also serving as science
critic in the university's high school.
John Bettag, J r. ( 1946-47) pa;d a
\·isit to the campus in March. He travels
for a firm in Indianapolis, where he lives
with his wife and two children. Mr. Bet•
tag received an A.13. degree from Colorado State College in Creeley in 19-19.
His sister is Mrs. Arthur Brown (Gcr:.-!d~ Louise Bct~ag, degree 1939) who
lives in Homer.
Marine Sg t. J eann ine A. Gray ( I 9+6-17 ) was recently promoted from the rank
of corporal. Sgt. Gray is presently on
du·y acti:1g as first sergeant of the reproduction section, Military Corps Depot
of Supplies, San Francisco. She enlisted
in the Marines in November, 19+9.

M;s, Mary Ellen S elk (degree 1944)
directs a 50-voicc a capella choir, girls'
and boys' glee clubs, senior and junior
girls· and boys' ensembles, a boys' quartette, and a sophomore class chorus at
Bloomington High School.

Robert H arrington (degree 194-7) recei\·ed the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in economics at the State U niversity of Iowa mid-year convocation February 2.

:M rs. Lafayette Funk, Jr. ( Patricia
\Yeldon. deg ree 19+5) and her 17-monthold daughter, Emily Anne of Las Vegas,
).T. ~{ex., visited recently with her parents in )formal.

Miss Bernadette Long (degree 1947)
received a master's deg ree in history 'flt
Loyola University, Chicago, in February. She is employed now as a teacher
in the Daniel JI ale Williams School, Chicago.

Charles E. Alexander (degree 1946)
has been associated with the Illinois
Farm Supply Comprrny in Effinp:ham
since 1948. He is now merchandising
manager. Before joining the staff of the
Illinois Farm Supply Comp;rny, Mr. Al•
exander spent IS years in school administration work.

~1rs. i\Iarjorie Young Ashbrook ( df'gree 194-7 ) has resigned her position as
home economist for the Illinois Power
Company in Bloomington. She is moving
to Peoria with her husband, who is taking O\·er a new position there.

Ralph E. T hompson ( I 946)
letic coach in White Hall.

;s an ath-

Mrs. Richard L. Lammers (Martha
Lewis, dcc:-ree 1946 ), her husband, and
children were in Henry in February.
~r. and 'M rs. Lammers returned to the
United States from J apan last August,
where they spent three years teachin~.
:M r. Lewis is now attending the Oberlin
Graduate School of Theology, Oberlin,
Ohio.

In 19·19 Miss Viola Ureitenborn ( 194648) of West Chicago went to Salzburg,
Austria, as a recruit of the Fifth Armv
}leadquarters. She was married there i~
195 I to Staff Sgt. John Knuth who was
attached to the Milita ry Intelligence with
the occupation forces. The Knuths returned to the states in Janu:iry.
1[rs. D. Dale Abbott (Barbara R uth
J ones, degree 191-8) li\·cs at 275 W.
G reen St., Decatur. She ha.s a daugh ter
born last September 4.
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Louid \\'. Baker (degree 1949) has resigned from his post as coach at Bethany
H igh School, effective J une 1. He has
not announced his future plans.
Herbert L. Zobel ( M.S. I 949) is a
gradua te assistant in the department of
geography a t Korthwestern University

and in this capacity has been teaching
approximately 60 students a qua rter in
the basic coll ege cou rse in geography.

Cpl. i\"orman R. Molloy (degree 1949)
of Brookfield, is serving with the combattested First Cavalry Division of Hokkaido, northernmost island of J apan. Th~
division, un its of which fought I ndians

from horseback a cen tury ago, now is
taking to skis and snowshoes for training in Arctic warfare after 17 months of
front-line duty in Korea. Cpl. Mollo y
has been awarded the Korean Service
Ribbon with one cam1>aign star and the
Comba t Infantryman's Badge for his service in Korea.
College training in agriculture has
paid off for Cpl. George Atteberry ( 194850) of Atl,mta, who is now doing food
inspection and sanitation work for the
Veterinary Corps of the Army Air
Forces. Cpl. Atteberry, who was graduated from the University of Illinois in
1951, visited the ISNU campus the latter
part of February while on a delay enroute to Kelly Air Force Base at San
Antonio, T exas, from Robins Air Force
Base at Macon, Ca. He reports that th'!
group to whi ch he is assigned is a unit
of the M edical Corps :md that its first
duty is to inspect all food which comes
on the air base. Inspection of mess hall
facilities and the operation of a small
animal clinic are other duties which Cpl.
Atteberry has had assigned to him.
Pfc. Raymond L. i\1orclli (degree
1950) of Canton has been selected to
attend the Far East Command's Baseball
Coaches' Clinic in Japan. Pfc. Morelli
has been stationed in Okinawa since
:\'ovcmber, 1951. The course in J apan
will last for one mon th and will qualify
him as a baseball conch in Army leagues.
He was engaged as a coach and athletic
director before he en tered the Army.

flying as a turret gunner, receiving his
basic training at Sampson Air Force Base
in :\'cw York and his gunnery training
at Lowry Air "force Base in Denver,
Colo.
Sgt. Ralph Smith (degree 1950) reported in February to Ft. Benning, Ga.,
for Officer's Candidate School.
Fred Radunzcl (degree 1951) is athleti c coach and industrial arts instructor
in the Sheffield High School.
Harry and Holly Byrne ( 1950-51 ) ,
twin brothe1·s from Pontiac, have enlisted
in the Army Air Force. They were to receive their basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, San Antonio, T exas.

Don McConkcy ( degree I 95 I ) is
working toward a master's degree in
rhetoric and public address at Ohio State
University. He holds an assistantship and
is teaching two college courses in general
speech. He expects to receive the degree
in August and will then enter some
branch of military service.
Roger Jones (degree 1951), who
taught industrial arts at Abingdon la,;t
year, entered military service in January.

New Arrivals to Alumni
Boy
Boy
Girl
Girl

born Feb. 21
born Dec. 11
born Jan.
born Jan. 17

Girl born Mar. I 0

Girl
Boy
Girl
Boy

born
born
born
born

Feb.
M ar.
J an.
Dec.

17
10
31
20

Boy born Nov. 14
Boy born Dec. 3
Boy born Mar. 17
Girl
Girl
Girl
Boy
G irl

born M ar.
born Feb.
born Dec. 21
born ~ov. 1
born Feb. 20

Girl born J an. 24
Boy born Feb. 2

Robert Perry (degree 1950) is athletic
mentor for Tiskilwa High School.

Boy born Jan. 5

Cpl. Edwin Allen ( I 949-50) of Carlinville is stationed at Randolph Field,
T exas. He has completed 30 hours of

Girl born Feb. 2
Boy born Feb. 24
Boy bo rn Nov. l 3
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Aviation Cadet Arthur \\'. M cAllister
( 1950-51) is among the students who
have started t raining for Observer Wings
and commissions as Second Lieutenan ts
in the Air Force at the Ellington Air
Force Base near Houston, Texas.

Darwin Cooper ( 1934-38) , Bloomington
Vernon 0. Hamilton '38~ Bellwood
Edwin Bossingham 40, Elmwood
Mrs. Teamon McCulley (Ella i\•lae Elgin '41 ) , Birmingham, Ala.
Mrs. Paul A. Blaida O'Vlarj oric Jean Burton, diploma
42), Downers Grove.
Herb Roberts '42, Akron, Ohio
Mrs. Roy Riley (Dorothy E. Rutledge '43), Roanoke
Mrs. William Lynch (Shirley Mader '45), Gi rard
Mrs. Robert J. Lindsey (Bc,•crly J. Smith '45) and
Robert J. Lindsey M.S. '46, Rockford
Mrs. Benjamin Cottone (Pauline ~1aric Elgin '46) and
Ben C ottone '491 )formal
Mrs. Floy Ekin (:Marian Dean '48) and Floy Ekin '49,
S tockland
Mrs. Russell Steele (Norma Bertram 194i•49) and
Russell Steele M.S.'48, Normal
William Hodge, M .S. '49, Sprin1:field
Arthur Donisch, ' 50, . rormal
Kenneth Irons, '50, Bensonville
Fred Speigel, M.S. '50, Elgin
Mrs. Gerald Girard (Betty Saylor '51 ) and Gerald
Girard ( 1948-52) , l\ormal
Robert K. Lawson '51 , LaRose
Mrs. T ony Licocci ( Belly Lou \ Yilclcr 1948-51) and
Tony Licocci ( 1948-52 ), • tormal
Mrs. Wayne Wiemer (Delores Maile 1948-52) and
\ Vayne \ Vicmer '51, Aurora
Robert ~fordian ( 1948-52), Normal
Prof. and Mrs. Douglas R. Bey, !Si\"U
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Hackett, ISNU
0
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DIRECTORY OF ISNU CLUB OFFICERS
C HAMPAIGN COUNTY
President, Russell E. Bankert, 121 );°. Race, Urbana; VicePrcsident, Mrs. Rachael Fabert, 404 Lake St., Urbana;
Sccret.1ry-Trcasurer, Mrs. Frank Sotka, 308 W. Columbia,
Champaign.
C HICAGO CLUB
President, Miss Mildred C. Werner. 7018 ;-l, Odell. Chicagv
31; Vice-President, Vernon Jlamilton, 333 S . 24th St.,
Bellwood; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Edna Lohman, Vi'aukcgan: Asst. Secretary, Dick :Koble, 1825 E. Eve rgreen
St., Wheaton; Executive Board Members: Williarn B.
McBride, 2106 N. Oak Park Ave., Chicago: Miss Velma
~ - Stevenson, 3120 Oak Park Ave., Berwyn.
C HRISTIA N COUNTY
Presiden t, Walter Lochbaum, Streator; Vice-President, Fred
Dale, Edinburg; Secretary, Mrs. Marjorie Dale, Edinburg; T reasurer, Mrs. Isabel Lochbaum, Streator.
DE WITT COUNTY
President, Roc kwell Stowell, 407 S. Jackson, Clinton; Vice•
President, Miss Joan Price, J l 7 E. Allen, Farmer City;
Secretary, Mrs. Betty Jo :Metcalf, 411 N. Mulbe rry, Clin•
ton; Treasurer, Yliss Mary Lighthall, 411 N. Mulberry,
Clinton.
FORD COUNTY
President, Robert Donncn, 412 E. 10th St., Gibson City;
Vice. President, Miss Thelma Holland, Gibson City; Sccrc•
tary•Trcasurer, Miss Ann Prescott, Piper City.
G R UNDY COUNTY
President, Pete Di Paolo, Coal City; Vice•Presidcnt, Rex
Siron, Minooka; Secretary.Treasurer, Miss H elen Vitko,
Gardner.
IRO Q U OIS COUNTY
President, John Scott, Onarga Military School, Onarga;
Vice.President, Elden Hitchens, Milford; Secretary• Treas•
urer, Mrs. John Scott, Onarga.
K ANE-K ENDALL C O UNTIES
President, Frederick Spiegel, 140 S. State St., Elgin; Vice•
President, J oe Louis Mini, 708 New York St., Aurora;
Secretary, Mrs. Emery Ebbert, 314 Perry, Elgin; Treas•
urer, Stanley Breen, 750 Anderson, Geneva.
K ANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Clarence Crawford, Momence; Vice•President,
Mrs. Donald Hertz, 584 E. Oak, Kankakee; Secretary,
Miss Stella Guimond, 162 2nd N ., Manteno; Treasurer,
Miss Ava Cassidy, 494 S. Myrtle, Kankakee.
K NOX-WARRE N-M ER CER COUNTIES
President, £ . H. Antons~ 834 E. South St., Galesburg;
Vice.President, Warren L. LaBounty, 101 Duffield, Galesburg; Secretary.Treasurer, Miss Betty Steinhagen, Oneida.
LASALLE COUNTY
President, Eldon Scriven, 604 E. Bridge St., Streator; Vice•
Preside nt, Miss Betty Jane Halterman, 634 First Ave.,
Ottawa: Secretary, Miss K a thleen McShane, 111 W. Lincoln Ave., Streator; Treasurer, Miss Marguerite Busch,
628 First Ave., Ottaw.i.
LIV INGST ON COUNTY
President, J.\1rs. Edith Wagner, 121 E. Washing ton, Pontiac;
Vice•Prcsidcnt, Mrs. Ruth Durham, 616 W. C leary,
Pontiac; Secrctary•Treasurer, Mrs. Gladys Short, Saune•
min.

MACON COUNTY
President, Miss ~ellie Dale Grissom, 1140 W. Packa rd, D e•
catur; Vice-President, 0. L. Hastings, Macon ; Secretary,
Paul Swearingen, R. R. 5, Deca tur: Treasurer, Miss
Eunice M ize, 762 \·V . Dec.itur St.. Decatur.
MADISON C O UNTY
Presiden t, Mrs. John Ludwig, 1205 13th St., H ig hla nd;
Vice.President, ~frs. Frank J. Strejcek, 142 !'\. Kansas,
Edwardsville; Scc1·cta1,y, Steve Paynic, I 108 Ed wa rdsville
Road, Wood River; Treasurer, Miss Ruth Ann Nolan,
360-1· Aberdeen, Alton.
MC L EAN COUNTY
President, James D ePcw, 211 Unity Building, Blooming ton;
First Vice-Presiden t, M rs. Carl Loeseke, 1425 E. Olive,
Bloomington; Second Vice•President, John McGinnis,
608 S. Main, Normal; Secretary, Mrs. \-\lilbur Johnson,
D•l8 Cardinal Court, Normal; Treasurer, Duncan Miller,
804 ;,1_ Linden, )formal.
Representatives: LeRoy- Mrs. Mary Etta McManus; Lex•
ington- Mrs. Claude Kinsella; Bcllnower-James Mac•
Gregor; Stanford- Mrs. .Myrna Morgan Harms; ColfaxHarold DeWceSei Gridley- Leslie Murray.
PEORIA COUNTYPresident, Mrs. Eleanor 'Watson Friess, Chillicothe: ViceP resident, Carl R ichards, 901 E. Arcad ia Ave., Peoria;
Secretary, Miss Mamie McGra th, 223 N. Unde rhill,
Peoria; Treasurer, Miss Beverl y Pyle, 2 12 Bradley, Peoria.
Pl,\'IT COU 'TY
Presiden t, Charles Paoli, Monticello : Vice•Prcsident, Miss
Gwen Elder, Monticello: Secretary.Treasurer, Yliss Jean
Headrick, Bement.
ST. CLAIR-MONROE COUNTI ES
President, Mrs. Georgia Wolfe, 401 N. 40th St., Be11cville;
Vicc•President, Mrs. Eldon Heer, Lebanon; Secretary, Miss
Evelyn Bell, 2926 Mary Irene, Belleville; Treasurer, Mrs.
Lloyd Streiff, Belleville.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Mrs. C. Kenne th M cCabe, 817 }4 S. Grand Ave.
West, Springfield; Vice•Prcsidcnt, Mrs. Mae Myers, 215
:--.:orth Gler\wood, Springfield: Secretar)••Treasurer, Miss
J ennie Lamb, 227 S. David, Springfield.
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, Simon G . Birkey, Tremont: Vice•President, Robert
T. Trumpy, Tremont; Sccretary•Trcasurer, Miss Marilyn
S1>arrow, Tremont.
VERMILION COUNTY
President, Miss Mary Virginia Schingcl, 409 Robinson St.,
Danville: Vice•Presiclent, Mr. Harold Klaman, 1632 N.
Gilbert, Danville : Secret.try-Treasurer, :M iss Betty Goble,
I 525 Georgetown Road, Danville.
WILL COUNTY
President, Miss Vivian Sallenbach, 600 Wheeler Ave., J oliet;
Vice•President, Miss Fleta Leonard, 118 Union St., Joliet;
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Ruby Leslie, 812 Cochrane Ave.,
Joliet: Executive Board Members, Miss Jane Halyard, 221
:-.J. Eastern Ave., J oliet, and Miss Elfrieda Boehnert, 1023
Wilcox St., Joliet.
CLEVELAND , OHIO
President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. and
Mrs. H arlie A. Petty, 5434 Grasmere Road, Maple
H eights, Ohio.
ST. PETERSBU R G, F LO RIDA
President, Arnold D. Collier, Collier School, St. Petersburg;
Secrctary•T reasurer, Miss Bessie Spencer, 5565 21st Ave.,
St. Petersburg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President- Mrs. H. L. Stiegclmeier, Normal
Vice•President- Miss Elsie G . Hodgson, Ottawa
Secretary•Treasurer- Mrs. C. H. Adolph, Normal
Directors- R ichard F. Dunn, Normal; Roy A. Ramseyer, Dloomington; Samuel B. Sullivan, DeKalb.

SUMMER PROGRAM
Illinois State Normal University
JUNE IO-AUGUST 8, 1952
June and July

Three-Week Workshops and Courses
Scheduled Off-Campus (Consult county
superintendents for data.)

June 10-11

Athletic Coaching School Offered at
Macomb by ISNU and Western Illinois State
College

June 6

Registration (8-week session)

June 18-20

Junior College Conference

June 23-27

Handwriting Clinic

June 24-26

Social Science Conference

June 30-July 3

Handwriting Clinic

July 7-11

Elementary School Art Clinic

July 7-11

Elementary School Natural Science Clinic

July 14-16

Educational Conference and Exhibit

July 14-18

Basic Reading Clinic

July 21-25

Advanced Reading Clinic

July 24-25

Special Education Conference

August 8

Summer Conunencen1e nt

Plan Now for Your Summer at ISNU

